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James c. Kouertson and

family moved
.Saturday from the Howard house on up-

,

Main street to Daniel I. Robertson’s
his brother’s house, on Salmond street.
Herbert F. Hanson and family have moved
from the P. D H. Carter house on Miller
street to the Howard house.
per
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of theS. of V. Aux:nS Circle
h_,a sale and supper March
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\y. Blaisdell has presented
wit a check to ex.predation of their efficient
the recent fire ion the
( |iie foot of Main street.
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little son of Mayor and
Wescott, is confined to
n
injury to bis right leg

w

the ice on the lawn
feared that one of the bones

lay

A still alarm was rung in at 6.30 p. m.
Thursday for a fire at the residence of
Chief S. S. L. Shute. The fire started on
the roof from a large back-covered log in
the fire place in the living room. The
ladder truck was called and it was necessary to use both chemicals and water to
extinguish the blaze.
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The Waldo

The Universalist League will
meet
with Mrs. Arthur Morse Friday at 2 30
p. m.
*

annual meeting of the Waldo
County Hospital Aid was held at the
home of Mrs. Cecil Clay last Friday sfternoon with a tfood attendance.^ The
following officers were elected: President,
Mrs. Cecil Clay; vice presidents Mrs.
Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Giles G. Abbott
and Mrs. H. H. Carter; secretary, Mrs.
Ida A. Webber; treasurer, Mrs. Julia G.
Ferguson. The committees will later be
announced by the president. The following encouraging reports were read and
are printed in full:
The President’s Report
To the President and Members of the
Hospital Aid:
First, I wish to thank Mr. and Mrs. Ira
M. Cobe for their great generosity, for

Keep the date, Jan. 27th, of the firemen’s ball in mind. It will be held in
the Armory with music by McKeen’s
orchestra.
Carl E., the four-year old son of Ernest andOrilla A. (Young) Harvey, died in
Swanville, Jan. 18th, after a short illness
with diphtheria.
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Thomas H. Marshall Circle will serve
birthday lunch at their regular meeting

ol the World Wide a
Baptist Missionary Society, was next
Tuesday
when all are
organized Tuesday evening under the di- urged to attend afternoon,
and contribute.
Hamilton, who has been etn- rection of a committee consisting of
Howes’ grocery store for Misses Della Knowlton, Delia Cook, Milb
c°ld snap of Monday, Ti esday and
lias entered the fish mardred Trask and Chastine Stevens. Sup- Wednesday was in direct contrast of the
s'
Bramhall & Co. Richard per was served at 6 p. m. from a large spring-like temperature of the past week.
,dio has been at Bramhall’s,
table set in a cross and bearing the Guild The strong wind added to the discomHowes & Co.
initials W. W. G. in blue letters and was fort of temperature ranging from two to
ten below zero.
Wednesday Mrs. W. L.
C. Pattee has changed lighted with blue can les. Their color is
c ,,-iii.
West reported several
lively crows in her
her adult dancing classes blue and their motto Growth. Covers
The following officers yard.
These were laid for 33.
to
Wednesday.
were elected: Pres.,
Chastine Stevens;
1 in Odd Fellows hall and
The Travelers Club will meet next
ir
They are followed by secretary, Delia Cook; treasurer, Vivian Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. C. M.
(■
,i
music by McKeen’s or- Howard; chairman of finance committee, Craig and Miss C. M. Cutter.
The paper
Hazel Brier; of program, Mildred Irask; of the
pD«*,Ci
afternoon will be Denver, The
of literature, Mildred Black; of memberAmerican Paris, by Mrs. E. M. Glidden.
*| las, Patriarch Militant, I. O. ship, Doris Clifford; the four chairmen Other topics will be
National
siponed its annual ball from are also vice presidents; councilors, Miss Park, Miss CharlotteYellowstone
W. Colburn; Lewis
Feb. 15th on account of so Maude E. Mathews and Mrs. George C. and Clark
f iu;
Mrs.
John
R. DunExpedition,
^fractions this month. The Sauer. They will meet the first Tuesday ton.
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A local branch

Guild,

a

_

p*8,

charge consists of Albert
J. Dickey, Arthur A.
Harold Robinson and Thomas
.; (i[i

ker.
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UHANUE.

rs’ Fuel Company, Clyde B.
mger, has bought the buildV.
Belfast Fuel & Hay Co
manager. The deal includes
owned by Mr. Simmons and
the plant owned by the es0 Hazeltine and Mr. Simmons,
‘.V,
rs will conduct both plants.
vj
f the coal shed anti wharf
of Main street has materially
j.
of the
and
pw,.,] t!u original plans
d the wharf, wheii ascerhave some bearing|on the
,.
"j Hi die future plant. The Conopened their Main
unpany
itoe for business Friday.’ Their
kindling supply was not inj'
ure.
They are selling their
k of coal at a discount. Their
.1 to the Mathews MSI yard
lured, but will be included in
,i;
What was injured will
,i
-,a!e.
JV id; v screened before offered for
olmes has not been able to
loiwf much of it is under the
o
water or what its condition
A
present time their Main street
for regular business.
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last
Hen

reported several gifts have

rriml

for

the

Public

Health

luruugh the generosity of the
l eague in sharing the pro.•rsJ .;.!

iwiik

lecent entertainment there
if $157. Olhers are as follows:
of Boston, $10; a friend
tames
!
; kirs
neorgianna S Pendleton, $5.
gifts have totalled $410.25.
memberships there has been reill. 50.
The entire receipts
«eivtc
: dl 75, a little more than half
ince the project for a
year,
rcely possible that ourcitibe insensible to the value of
It is true that calls for help,
ne and abroad, come with dis.‘iequency; and yet there must
w uo are
in sympathy with the
ould contribute something if
take the trouble to write a
10le to Miss Isabel Ginn, treascontribution tc
pass their
it of the committee or which
Carle is chairman.
ei4>
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in each month.

CURIOUS OLD NEW

ENGLAND CUS

The Unitarian Alliance was entertained last Thursday afternoon at the
hospitable home of Miss E. Frances and
Mrs. Fred T. Chase. Miss E. Maude

TOMS,

and Mrs. Ben
Hazeltine read the religious intelligence.
The paper was by Mrs. William H. Simpson of Fairfield and may justly be classed
as a popular paper, as its author has delivered it twice in Portland, Waterville
and Fairfield and once in Cakland and
Belfast. It is as logical as racy and holds
the attention of all from beginning to
end. Mrs. Simpson is one of those bright
and observant women who can compare
and contrast the old and the new without
offence to either. In the introductory
sentences she says: “We speak lightly of
‘the good old days,’ but never think of
measuring them and what they brought
against what today and tomorrow bring
the world. It is a wholesome exercise
to contrast the past with the present.
Let us pause for a moment amidst the
bustle and hustle of the present, turn
back the wheels of time and view for a
little while what looks to us now like
some curious old New England customs.’’
In this spirit she reviews and contrasts
the marriage question, funerals, meeting
houses, homes in a broads sense, with
particular stress on the ancient spare
room, and old mirrors, old time cookery,
the first bath tub, medicines, tin pedlers,
the old tinker, fashions, travel. In closing she said: “We of today may gather
With
many useful lessons from the past.
what wild-eyed astonishment the early
New Englanders would view many of our
The flying
common customs of today.
telemachines, submarines, wireless
phones, talking machines, the movies,
telephones, electric transportation, and
others of our many wonders of to >ay
will, no doubt, be spoken of in a hundred
years from now as some of those curious
old sew England customs. Pictures illustrating olden times were passed around
thus fixing the principal points of the
paper in the minds of an interested audience.
During the social hour the hostRev.
esses served tea and cakes with
Arthur E Wilson, Miss Barker, Mrs. C
W. Wescott, Mrs. Ben Hazeltine and
Mrs. Arthur Ritchie assisting.

Barker, president, presided

3cotch Ham, 383
Evaporated Milk
2 cans, 25c

Home-made
Bucket 5 lb. net

JAM *1.00

Swift’s Pride

5

Washing Powder

Packages

25C

Sausage, 25c lb |
Boneless

Herring

20c lb.

Perry’s Market

The

without their interest and money this
entire year’s progress could not have been
accomplished They not only gave generously for the three years’ pledge of
$250 each year, but gave $500 on old bills
and our check Xmas, morning of $1250
was certainly a very great gift and most
I wish a vote of thanks be
generous.
written and sent them for the Aid by
Mrs. Vickery, expressing our sincere appreciation and thanks; also to Mr. Matthew Welch for his great interest in the
work which he has done at the hospital.
He has given his time and materials at
the very lowest ligures and paid for paper
on Miss Wescott’s office anl given time
and materials on several occasions and
The Waldo Trust Co. and its branches
has had other laborers there at his exat Brooks and Unity are circulating
peti- pense.
His interest, there has most certions to give relief to the Waldo
County tainly been a great help to us all and I
farmers from the importation of potatoes
wish he too migh' have a vote of thanks
free of duty. After the petitions are
from the entire Aid.
Dr.
W.
L
completed,
West of the Trust
Following are the things accomplished
Company will forward them to Washing- during the year 1920: Dance in
Feb.,
ton, D. C., asking the Maine delegation $195.75; fair in Aug., over
$600.00; drive
to give them their immediate and favorfor preserves, pickles, veg., etc.; all
able support.
rooms on first two floors painted, papered
the Standard Bearers, a young ladies’ and renovated as to furniture excepting
foreign missionary society, was recently office and dining room; basement, kitchen
organized at the Methodist parsonage and bed rooms all done over; new electric
with the following officers:
President, laundry installed; diet kitchen fully
Dorothy Chamberlain; vice pres., Jennie equipped as to dishes; operating and sterSpear; recording secretary, Marvel Or- ilizing rooms done over and electrically
chard; corresponding secretary, Velma equipped; third floor all painted, papered
and floors done; clothes closets put in; 2
Heald; treas,, Theora Gross.
They' will
do some home missionary work and will new towel rods, paper holder and shelf
meet each month on the second Friday. installed but need rugs, furniture and new
lights at each bedside installed; new curArthur L. Thayer of Bangor, chairman tains and draperies all over the entire
of the Maine Industrial Accident Com- hospital have been done; pillows and matmission, accompanied by his stenogra- tresses in some rooms all done over; new
pher, M. A. Burd of Bar Harbor, was in bedding, towels and blankets bought
Belfast Wednesday forenoon to conduct me ptaues auu new closets maae. in
the hearings of Lee Robinson vs. the this, my last official communication ot
American Express Co. and Roberts vs. this year, I wish to express to you all my
Darres.
A decision was rendered in sincere appreciation of the most excellent
favor of Robinson in the former case and cooperation you have given me during
the latter was continued for lack of evi- this time. Your ready response to all
dence.
John E. Nelson of Augusta rep- suggestions made by me from time to
resented the Employers’ Liability Insur- time, has made it a pleasure to work
with you and for you. It is a great satance Co. in the Roberts vs. Darres case.
isfaction to know and feel that the Waldo
President Bert L. Davis of the Belfast County hospital has never been in better
Board of Trade has announced the follow- condition than at present for years and is
ing committees for the ensuing year: New in position to produce the best results, to
industries, L. B. Thompson, R. L, Coop- which end you have contributed your
er, V. A. Simmons, H. H. Stevens and share and wish also to say that our splenO. E. Frost; finance, Ralph A.
Bramhall, did Supt., Miss Wescott, deserves a very
John R. Dunton, Maine Hills, I. T. Dins- large part of the glory for "her gre t inmore and H. C
Buzzell; advertising, C. terest and energy, for she certainly came
W. Wescott, Norman A.
Read, H. H. when things looked pretty dark and
W.
L.
Luce and Ben D. Field- gloomy and smiled through it all and at
Coombs,
farmers’
co operation, L.
any time any of us can do anything to
A.
Ralph D. Southworth, M. R. Knowlton; make her happy it most certainly should
new ideas,
Frank E. Bramhall, W. L. be done for she not only needs but deWest, Colby RacklilTe, Harry W. Clark; | serves it, as do all these kind hearted
membership, M L. Slugg, C. B. Holmes, folks who have so generously contributed
W. K. Keen, Harold S. McKeen. a.
money.

Payson,’

Respectfully submitted,

BASKET

Mrs. Cecil Clay

BALL.

Searsport High won ano ther victory
from the Belfast High basket ball team
in the Armory Thursday evening in four
ten minute periods with Matthews and
Wilson referees. The score was 39 to 19.

FRIDAY AHD SATURDAY SPECIAL

County Hospital Aid

The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday af- !
ternoon with Miss Eda Woodbury.

The summary:,

Searsport.
Whittier, If, 4
Curtis, rf, 4
Closson, c, 7 (1)
Shute, lb, i

Whittier, rb,

3

Belfast
rb Roberts
lb, Morey, 2
c, Durham, 1
c, Creamer, 1
rf, Parker
rf, Holfses
If, Smalley, 5 (I)

The Belfast Colonials played the Camden A. A. basket ball team in the Belfast
Armory Saturday evening with Principal
Harry A. Foster of the B. H. S., referee.
The Camden team won with a score of 31
to 17. The home team took their defeat
in good {part and are anxious to play
other A. A. teams at home or in other
halls. The score:
Camdens.

Gifts From Ft tends
William R. Marshall,
Miss Isoline Barnes,
Mrs. Clara Griffin,
Mrs. Hart L. Woodcock,
Mrs. Emily Hyams,
Mrs. E. C. Carpenter,
Frank Palmer Wilson,
Mr. L. L. Rogers of Troy,
Miss Isoline Barnes,
Mrs. Charlotte Sibley Hilton,
Mrs. Louise Johnson Pratt,
Charles A. Swift,
Mrs. Wm. B. Swan,
John Pullman,
Shoe factory,
Hugh D. McLellan,
Miss Anne C. Crosby,
Miss Louise Hazeltine,
Jesse Wilson,

Watch,

Fifty

new

Dance

on

members,
Feb. last year,

Bel fasts.
_

Wadsworth, If 5
rb, Vaughan, 1
Bickford, rf 4
lb, Matthews,
Magee, c 3 (1)
c, Getchell
Bresnehau, lb, 3
rf, Norton 3
If, Donahue 4 (1)
Frye, rb
Westbrook Seminary will play the Belfast’s Best basketball team in the Armory
this, Thursday, evening at 8.30 o’clock.
The line-up i icludes Vaughan, Smalley,
Spencer, Buzzell, Matthews and Hoffses.

$

150.0C
100.0C
lOO.OC
10.01
70 01
10 0C
100 0(
5.01
110 6'
10.0(
50 01
100 01
31 fif
104.01
98 91
25.01
50 01
10 01
25 01
100 01
25 01

$1,285

2’,
19j.7,

$1,481.01

The secretary s Report
To the President and Members of the
Woman’s Hospital Aid:
It is a pleasure to report the progress
of our Aid this past year.
We have 9t
members and many outside friends who
have gladly given of their time, strength
and money.
Thrdligh the efforts of our President
the entire interior of the hospital has
been
and new furniture
redecorated
placed where needed aiso new dishes and
At the present time it is in a
bedding.
I first-class condition with up-to-date operating and sterilizing rooms and a well

equipped lanndry.
In February a dance was given in the
Armory clearing about $200
Several card parties have been held

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB
All Classes to Suit the Saver.
We already have nearly one-third more members than last year.
Every child in; Belfast should have a Christmas Savings Ae-

acquire the Habit of Thrift and Saving.
Every grown person should have one as well, and SAVE the

"unt and

Mnall amounts that would otherwise^be expended. Save the small
amounts and the| DOLLARS will take care of themselves.

JOIN.ONE.OF THE CLASSES AT ONCE

The City National | Bank of Belfast

20.

1921._

Hospital Aid:
For the year ending Dec. 30, 1920.

The first baptist Church. Rev.
Ueorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
Uedar; telephone, 123-11. The services
of worship 10.45 and 7.30. Bible school
at 12 o’clock.
Christian Endeavor at
6.30
Thursday at 7.30 the raid-week
service.
Pastor’s theme for Sunday
morning: “God’s Enthusiast and His Unpayable Debt.’’
Evening theme: “Turners of the World Upside
Down,*’ Acts
17:6. The large Chorus Choir, under the
direction of Mr. Paquette, will render selections at both services
The Male
Quartette and the Church Orchestra are
pleasing features of the evening service.
The public is cordially invited to these
attractive set vices.
Last Sunday the
morning congregation numbered 164 persons.
The Sunday School registered 119
persons.
This week’s program for the
church included a Christian Endeavor
Social at the home of Miss
Morris, Cedar
street, on Monday evening, with a meeting of the younger boys, the “Rangers,”
at 13 Cedar street.
On Tuesday evening
about thirty young ladies met in the vestry around the supper tables, prettily
decorated, and organized a society, formed in most of the Baptist churches the
country over—ti e W. W. G„ to take up
interesting couises of study in world missions.
Wednesday evening brought the
enlarged chorus choir together in the
vestry for training and rehearsal. The
Easter music is being assigned and a
splendid program is
being outlined.
Thursday evening, at the mid-week service the pastor will speak upon “The

Cash received and amount in
bank Dec. 1919
33594.55
Amount expended for repairs,
1397.12
refurnishing and supplies
Total cash on hand
2197.42

Respectfully submitted,
Mrs. Julia Mcft. Ferguson, Treas.

The Costume
With

a

Party

a

FJyE CENTS

Success

Large Attendance, Excellent Music
and Pretty Gowns.

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee is spending
days with relatives in Portland.

merce.

Charles E. Knowlton arrived Saturday
night from several weeks in Boston on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell ar®
to leave later in the seasoa for

planning

trip South.

a

Rep H. C. Buzzell returned Monday tcAugusta after spending Sunday with hisfamily in this city.
Capt. John W. Hopkins of Philadelphia is the guest of his sister, Mrs. HattieMudgett of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Chase returned
Friday from Bangor, where the latter isreceiving treatment for her eyes.
Fred W. Pote returned home Saturday
night from an extended visit with ths
family of Sumner P. Lothrop in East

Orange,

Dr. Addison S. Thayer of Portland was
in Belfast last week, called in consultation with Dr. Foster C. Small, the attending physician for Willis S. Hamilton..
Miss AbbieTwiss of Nantasket, Mass.,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. John
Jackson, and recovering from the effects
of an accident in which she injured on®
of her wrists.
is

Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arey and sou.
Clarence left Thursday to spend the remainder of the winter in Sebastopol.
Calif., as guests of Mrs. Arey’s grand-

father,

Wisconsin.

Mrs. Wallace Sprague kit Monday for
Washington, D. C., where she will remain with Mrs. Powell Clayton, who wil"
soon go to Coronado, Calif, to spend the
remainder of the winter with Mrs. William V. Pratt and family.
and Mrs. Norman A. Read left
a
short visit with Mr. and
Mrs Clarence E. Read of Lawrence,
Mass.
Mr. Read remained in Portland
over Tuesday to attend the meeting of
the Maine Druggists’ Association.
Mr.

Monday for

Mrs. W. L. West will leave Thursday
for an extended trip including visits ic
Boston and Fitchburg, Mass., New York,
Elkin, N. C., and probably at Cuba,
where she will be the guest of her cousins, Lieut, and Mrs. William Miller.
Miss Phebe A. Cross of Morrill, a formteacher in the Peirce school, who recently took a business course at Portland,
is now in Washington, D. C-, where she
is teaching commercial work under the
Later she
Federal Bureau of Education
expects to be sent to some Federal Hospital to teach disabled service men,

er

Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker

called tc

A. R. and Rebekahs

| in the State D

Nathan Ii. Small arrived last
Wednesday from Eastport to visit friends,
while Mr. Small is on a business trip tc
New York and Atlantic City. At the
latter place he attended the convention:
of the National Canning Association as a
representative of the Maine Association
of which he is the executive secretary
Mrs.

Mrs. William H Simpson of Fairfield
arrived last Wednesday night to spend,
several days as the guest of Mrs. Horace
Mrs. Simpson was enterE. McDonald
tained at dinner by Mrs. Arthui E. Wil\\
son, at a small card party by Mrs. C.
We.scott, at luncheon and cards by Mrs.
Arthur Ritchie, a;. luncheon and cards byAt the game MondayMrs. McDonald.
afternoon Mrs. Simpson won the highest
At special request of several of
score.
the Alliance members, not able to be
present Thursday at the Chase home,
Mrs. Simpson read the paper Monday
forenoon at the home of her hostess.

$272,

9

was

Winthrop Thursday by the sudden death
of her mother, Mrs. Chester F. Shaw,
who died Wednesday night of heart disMrs. Shaw is
favorably
ease.
very
known here, where she had frequently
visited her daughter, and was prominent

■

at the homes of different members which
were very successful.
A mid-summer fair and, dance netted
us over $600.
Donation week, inaugurated in 1909,
still proves a great help to the hospital
for the gifts come from thoughtful and
loving friends and prove not only useful
but encourage us in the work we are trying to do.
The society wishes to thank the public
for its continued interest in the hospital’s needs and for its generosity in sending gifts, especially at Thanksgiving and
Christmas time.
We are to be congratulated upon the
efficiency and superior quality of character of the Supt., Miss Alice Wcscott, and
the special interest she shows in her corps
of student nurses at all times.
The work of our president, Mrs. Cecil
Clay, has not only shown wonderful ability and good wiy but an effort to make
the Waldo County General Hospital one
that we may all be proud of and to say
that we are interested in.
Never before has there been so much
help from friends who have at sometime
lived in Belfast. Never before has there
been so much need of help, for during the us on
Sunday.
war, like all institutions of its kind, it
A splendid audience gathered in the
was not kept in as good repair as we auditorium last
Sunday evening to bear
would like.
the third picture talk in the “Better
Not only has our president been suc- America” series. The
subject was “The
cessful in raising the large amount of Sanctity of
Property the Logical Infermoney needed to repair the hospital, but ence from the Sanctity of Life.” The
she has given of her time and opened her subject matter of the address was woven
home for meetings and the regular busi- around the words of
Lincoln, “No State
ness meetings of the Aid and for mending is safe which does not secure
the safety
and making new quilts.
We owe much of the property of its citizens.” It was
to our able and efficient president and we not a
long talk, but every minute of it
have amended our by-laws so that she was crowded with the presentation of inmay continue her good work.
teresting facts and statements, and many
Respectfully submitted,
of the audience said at the close, “the
Julia a. Vickery, Sec.
best yet.” It was very gratifying to see
so many of the professional and business
Treasurer's Report.
men of the city present.
Of course they
To the president and members of the are coming 1

Mr. S. A. Littlefield.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Nichols plan
to leave Saturday on an extended vacation trip to include visits in Boston and
Roslindale, Mass., in Pittsburg, Pa., Indianapolis, Ind., Danville, 111., and also us

■

North Congregational Church
Rev. A. C. Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 26
High street; telephone, 157-4. Morning
worship at 10.45, sermon by the pastor.
Church school at noon. Parents are
Men’s
urged to send their children.
Forum at 12.15. Stereopticon lecture at
7.30.
It is to be hoped that all Belfast readers of The Republican Journal will read
in this week’s issue the splendid talk
which was given to the members of the
Forum by the Hon. C. W. Wescott, a
week ago. So impressed were the men
with the mayor’s remarks, that the request was made for the publication of
his address. The discussion on the subject introduced by him was continued
last Sunday with very profitable results.
Next Sunday Mr. John R. Dunton will
address the forurn on the subject: “Mak
iug Democracy safe for the World."
Mr. Dunton is an able and interesting
speaker. He says things that are good
for men to hear. It has been said that
“men prefer to be tickled rather than
taught." Mr. Dunton can do both at the
same time, for he has that
rare^ift of
humor which can bring the smile to the
face while he is driving home a profound
truth. He presents the pill he wishes us
to swallow, with a liberal supply of jam,
and it is quite evident from the way in
which people take it that they like the
jam, but the pill is swallowed all the
same and does its work.
A very cordial
invitation is extended to the men of Belfast, or any visitors in our city, to join

N. J.

Mrs. Evelyn Gatcomb has returned to
Mount Desert Ferry after spending a few
days with her aunt, Mrs. Susan H. Stevens, and other relatives.

j

CHURCHES

100

Gain the Past Year

$500,000

present year is what

The

expect

we

to

accomplish.

Could there be any greater advertisement for Belfast
Or anything happen of more material aid to this community
than such an increase in the business of this Institution ?

You Can
By keeping your

The

Help

money

Bring This About

to

at home in

City National

a

bank you know all about.

Bank of Belfast

Successful Business Men Will Dlrei
This Bank’s Affairs lor 1921
trustees:
J. W. BLAISDELL, Belfast
C. R. COOMBS, Belfast

ANSON M.

SHIBLES,

Knox Station

M. L

DORMAN, Belfast
FARWELL, Thorndike
WM. H. HALL, Belfast
JAMES H. HOWES, Belfast
A. E. KILGORE, Brooks
A. W. KNOWLTON, Newburgh
W. J.
WM.

SLUGG, Belfast
R. D. SOUTHWORtH, Belfast
H. H. STEVENS, Belfast
E. D. TAPLEY, Belfast
O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth
W. L. WEST. Belfast
NORMAN H.

WHITE,

Boston

officers:
E. D.

TAPLEY,

DORMAN, Vide President
H. DUNBAR, Treasurer

President

SLUGG, Vice President
SMITH, Asst. Treas.

W. J.

M. L.

R.

HENRY

Waldo Trust Company^UNITY

few

Ben J. Parker is in Auburn, where ha
is attending the Maine School of Com-

The costume party and dance given in
the Armory last Wednesday evening by
the Universalist League and under the
direction of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Btadbury was one of the most enjoyable social
functions of the season and w s well attended by dancers and spectators.
The hall was bright and cheerful with
the use of flags galore and poinsettias arranged in fans on the balcony railing and
in bud vases on the little tables reserved
for the dancers
The concert, by McKeen’s orchestra,
with Charles F. Hammons, soloist, was
Its selections was inmost enjoyable.
terspersed with a Spanish dance given
very gracefully by Miss Olive Morse in
costume and by an Irish jig, danced by
the following children in costume: Isabel
Coombs, Doris Collins, Emily Rackliff,
Julia Chalmers, Fern Linnekin, Bernard
and Eugene Hammons, Warren Southworth, Harry Foster and Thomas Parker. True Way of Promoting the Work of the
The latter was repeated by request and Kingdom”—Matt 20:17-28. Friday evening the Boy Scouts, under Scoutmaster
was one of the most attractive features
of Mrs. S. C. Pattee’s ball. The children Robertson have their regular meeting in
the
Boys’ Room.
responded to an encore.
Pastor Sauer has been appointed CounThe first costume dance was led by little Miss Eileen Fernald dressed as a Colo- ty leader for the State Boys’ Conference
nial gentleman and accompanied by little to be held in February.
Groups of boys
Miss Henriella Coombs as a lady of that from churches, high schools and acadedate, making minature pictures of George mies are to be secured to attend the conand Martha Washington. They received ference as in past years. Each group
many compliments for their costumes and will be limited to five boys and an adult
also for their grace as dancers. Fred G. leader.
Spinney as floor director were an antiFirst Parish (Unitarian) Church.
quarian suit and was accompanied by Rev. A. E.
Wilson, minister. Preaching
Mrs. Spinney in old style silk dress, Paisservice at 10.45 a. m., sermon is the
ley shawl, poke bonnet and tiny parasol. third of the
series on our new statement
Others in costume were Mr and Mrs.
of faith, “Jesus.” Church school at
Fred T. Chase, the latter in Eastern evennoon
All cordially invited to worship
ing dress of brown and green chiffon; Mr. at this
church.
and Mrs. Basil R. Allen, the former as an
overgrown boy and the latter in a fancy
Methodist Church. People’s MethMrs. Charles Brad- odist
Hallowe’en gown.
Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
bury was charming as a bride of the Go- pastor; parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; teleof
muslin
Her
costume
white
dey age.
phone, 213.11. Sunday morning preachover pale green chiffon was complete ing,
10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
even to the bouquet and dainty green and service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
wnne parasol.
Mrs. rtioeri u. Mowrey
Thursday, evening at 7.30.
wore a very ancient dress, net underThe regular services will be held at the
sleeves, pantalettes and“calo3h” bonnet
Mrs. S. C. Pattee was becomingly gown- Universalist church Sunday with sered in th: style of a French maid and mon at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William
looked the character. Miss Anne M. Vaughan. The choir will have a special
Kittredge made a cute child of ten in musical program.
The Sunday school
short full skirt, pantalettes and long will meet at noon.
curls and little hat. Miss Margaret M.
Mitchell carried out the style of a dainty
THE NIGHT SCHOOL
lady of long ago in brocaded velvet and j
diminutive
velvet
hat.
Mrs. i
gray
The Belfast night school met
Florence C. Fernald wore a black and
Monday
brown stripped full skirt, black lace evening for registration, but on account
shawl imported from Calcutta and had of the severe weather and other reasons
a
small number was present
The
her hair powdered most becomingly. She only
class taught by Miss Muriel De
also wore a handsome comb. Mrs. Cecil French
is
Beck
one of the most popular and it is
Clay was striking in a handsome black
desired that a few more register
gown eu train and an immense black hat greatly
with crown of red wings. Mrs. S. S. L. for this study. An opportunity will be
Shute was dainty and picturesque in a given again next week for people to regminuet costume of red and white brocade ister and classes will be formed ,on any
velvet over white lace and wore a large subject that has sufficient registration.
black and pink picture hat. Mrs. Arthur The fee for ten lessons is only $2.
I
Of special interest will be the gardenW.Morse was very quaint in an old black
silk gown with flowing sleeves and small ! intt course taught by N. S. Donahue and
will
be most practical for people desiring
but picturesque bonnet of that date, j
to garden more scientifically. The foli Mrs. E. M. Glidden was in a strking but
lowing outlines for study
be carried
j decidedly becoming high colored Eastern out by Mr. Donahue in the>will
Poultry, Dairy
costume. Mrs. Elijah Ritchie was attractive in a quaint brown silk dress and and Garden courses: Poultry: Incubation,
Mrs. Leslie Urindell was in a rations, culling, housing, feeding. Dairy:
; little hat.
red and black delaine with tight curls Ration figuring, feeding, analysis, care
I framing her face in a real ‘‘scoop” bon- of stock. Gardening: Care, testing soil,
net. Mrs. S. A. Parker was stately and use of fertilizers, use of minures, comi dignified in real delaine of stripped effects, post pile, insecticides
Au unusual opportunity is offered ail
J wilh fichu and high back comb.
interested in orcharding to take a course
Among the younger ones in costume
in that subject of Mason I. Stevens of
were Misses Florence McAndless, Clara
Northport, one of Waldo County's most
Hammons, Fern Linnekin, Ernestine successful
fruitgrowers. Mr. Stevens is
Webber. Warren, little son of Mr and
Supt. E.
Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth wore a pink also a teacher of experience
E.
Roderick and several of the teachers
embroidered suit of the Knighthood era.
have
! Among the men in costume of decades courses.registered for these1 last two
The lessons include: starting
ago were Frank R. Keene, Fred T. Chise,
the orchard, the soil, buying the stock
fred G. Spinney and Dr. Wm. C. Libby.
Miss Sadie E. Nickerson, the public planting the trees, fertilizing, pruning
health nurse, in costume, made a most in grafting, cultivating, diseases of ap
favorable impression as she explainedI pies, insects, remedies, harvesting crops
the duties of her office and solicited the picking, storing, selling of crops, time
interest of all. She is doing her part market, apples law, both State and fed
willingly in making the public health[ eral, discussion and general review.
Mr. Roderick will be
work effective.
pleased|to answei
The proceeds of the party were equally ! any question in regard to courses.
divided between the Uuiversalist League :
and the public health treasury.
Coffee, doughnuts, fraukferts, ice
cream and soft drinks were served by
children of the parish in costume. The
net proceeds were $174 to be equally di
vided between the Leigue and Public
Health Work.

THE
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BELFAST
MAINE

BROOKS

ADVERTISING TERMS, r'or one square,
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
$2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents

House endorsed the action of the Senate
by a vote of 250 to 66. From a strictly
technical standpoint President Wilson
had, we think, reasonable grounds for hia
veto. Congress looked at the situation
from a practical standpoint and believed
that the work of the War Finance Corporation should be resumed. We believe
that if the corporation makes itself the
only middleman between the producer
and the foreign buyer it will do much to
relieve such unfavorable business conditions as now exist. If the corporation
makes its purchases at the tidewater end
of a long line of profiteers it will assured-

or three months.

ly fail.

The Republican Journal
Belfast, Thursday, Jan. 20, 1921
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican loumal Pub.

The

Co.

A. L BROWN. Editor.

QUOTATION
What builds a nation’s pillars high
And makes it great and strong? <
What makes it mighty to defy
The foes that ’round it throng?

Not gold, but only men can make
A nation great and strong;
Men who for truth and honor’s sake
Hold still and suffer long.
who work while

Brave men
sleep,

others

Who dare when others sigh;
a nation’s pillars deep
And lift it to the sky.

They build

THE WAR FINANCE CORPORATION
This corporation

was

authorized by act

of Congress a few months before the
close of the war. It had $500,000,000

furnished by
The
the United States Government,
a
corporation officers were a Chairman, experiments, studied this report for
a
Manager-director, Dilector, Secretary- long time in vain. Finally he took
and
the
of
North
America
at
squint
map
Consulting
General
Counsel,
treasurer,
Counsel, Assistant Counsel, Chief Clerk shouted, “Eureka, the wind was blowing

capital,

all

of which

was

These officers
and Chief Bookkeeper.
had a long list of clerks, stenographers,
agents and other helpers. The reasons

why this corporation was organized were
clearly stated on the floor or Congress by

Representative
as

Mann of

Ulinois.and

were

follows:

the people or
“We have the goods,
Europe have the want. They desire our
goods, but they can purchase them only
by payment in cash, by credit or by exchange. They, canuot pay the cash.
They cannot give us in exchange sufficient in the way of goods to enable us to
purchase the products which we desire
to sell to them. They can obtain from
us the goods which we wish to sell and
which they wish to buy only on credit,
hut the individuals in our country or the
corporation seeking to make the sales to
Europe cannot themselves carry crediL
lines si fficient to enable them to proceed
with sales without taking all of the readycash. The only way in which we can
furnish sufficient credit to the people in
Europe to make the purchase from us is
by having the investing public in America take up these lines of credit and carry
them. If the War Finance Board can
loan money to the people making the exports to Europe and then in turn issue
their bonds and the American investing
public will purchase those bonds, that
credit is furnished.”

The corporation made large loans and
credits and when the armistice was signed
had about $375,000,000unexpended. The
Secretary of the Treasury knowing that
the act of Congress creating the corporation was considered to be a war measure,

W.,”

from S. E. to N.

and then he made

on the log b^okof the
We hope that after the fourth of
March there will be somebody at the head
of the Navy Department who will be
a

record of the fact

navy.

able to tell which way the wind blows
without sending up a balloon.

During the war the Germans took from
the invaded territory of France and Belgium every domestic animal except a
The best bred anifew cats and dogs.
Fat cattle
mals were sent to Germany.
and sheep were slaughtered and eaten by
the German officers, and scrub stock was
wantonly killed. It was the policy of
the Germans to destroy all which they

could not use.
The treaty stipulated that within three
months after it was signed the Germans
should deliver 90,000 milch cows to
This has
France and 50,000 to Belgium.
not been done.

Cost and

Means Econ-

Construction-

Broad Open Front Porch
le Very Inviting.

By

WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of hla wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
le, without doubt, the highest authority
on all thsaa subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford. No. 18J7 Prairie
avenue, Chicago. 111., and only enclose
two-cent stamp for reply.
“Better homes on the farms" is an
excellent slogan that is gaining tremendous impetus throughout the country. The old-time, long-accepted idea
that the farm home was merely a roof
end four walls is losing a foothold
because of the development of the
building enterprise and individual ambition.
The housewife has become
acquainted with the beauties and conveniences of the city home and she insists that her nest shall be just as
modern as any. Moreover she has become
of
tired
the
back-breaking
drudgery that kept her tied to the
limits of the house and made her working day one long, endless, monotonous

grind.
The effect is apparent in all sections of the country. The farm home
is no longer subordinated to the dairy
barn, the Implement shed or the poultry house. Today It Is first in the
mind of the farmer, certainly first in
the eyes of his wife and of tremendUnous importance to the children.
less home surroundings are made attractive they will leave the farm for
the cities where attractions abound.
As a result the farm home is as attractive, convenient and modern as
most houses in cities. Electric light,
running water, bathrooms and laundries are no longer something to be
dreamed about; they are actual realities in the farm home.
That this is true is borne out by the
picture and floor plans of the farm
home shown here.
This house could
very easily grace the streets of a high-
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A roof dormer In the front of the
house provides light for the attic
which can be converted Into extra
A few
sleeping rooms If needed.
slabs of wallboard and a few hours’

ness

that his

importance of a busiman’s affairs demands
be absolutely

car

trust-

worthy. That is why Buick is
a favorite among business men.

work will give extra living room space
at small cost.
The house is frame construction
with a foundation of concrete. Many
farms now boast of homes as attractive or even more so than this one.

The

Buick Nineteen

new

Twenty One models, powerful
and comfortable,
ful

as

they

are

are as

beauti-

efficient.

There is Authorized Buick
Service, too, wherever you go.
Effective January /, regular
equipment on all models
will include cord tires

p

It Is only Indicative of the trend of
the times and the progressive spirit
which now dominates the farmer at
large. Too much comfort cannot be
built Into a home.

OBJECT NOW IS EFFICIENCY
Leaders of Industry Have Discovered
That Up-to-Date Equipment Pays
Good Dividends.
The new order of working conditions renders the oldtime factory obsolete, declares a bulletin of the SoElectrical
for
Development.
ciety
Leaders of industry find that it pays
to invest in equipment which will inof employees.
crease the efficiency
Glass walls and roofs are replacing
the dingy brick walls and narrow
dirty windows which characterized
A
factory buildings of yesterday.
flood of indirect lighting makes the
interior as bright as day. It is somewhat late, but better than never, to
recognize the fact that when a man
works, his eyes work, too. An arm
may become fatigued without necessarily affecting the rest of the body,
but eye fatigue reacts upon the whole
human system, as one authority points

W. R. GiLKEY & SON,
|

WHEN

Searsport.

BETTER. AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, JBUICK WILL BUIlD

1HJ:M

per cent of the German inFrance and Belgium did not start

They did nothing to justify or
the ravaging of their
fields. Germany was the aggressor, merciless and malignant,
Not a foot of her

the war.
even

to

excuse

was

invaded and not a domestic ani-

was

taken from her.

tion from its authorization down to about

but if they

Canadian

We do not believe the doleful tales of
poverty which come to us from Germany,
in

degree true, the
same can be said of child mortality in
France and in Belgium and they should
have first aid.
Germany should at least
restore stoien property.
are

some

enormous losses and the
congressmen was loaded with
petitions for relief. It was feared that
without relief to the larmers, business of
almost all kinds would go down with

Waldo County Pomona Grange was
entertained by Silver Harvest Grange,

theirs. It was claimed, therefore, that
giving aid to the farmers would not be
•lass legislation but was wise legislation

Waldo, Tuesday, Jan. 4, with W.M., B. L.
Aborn in the chair, and four officers absent. After the usual routine business,

A joint resolution was passed by
Congress to rehabilitate the War Finance
Corporaiion to operate mainly in the sale

ten candidates received instruction in the
5th degree followed by adjournment to
dining hall, where such an abnndant

of agricultural products to foreign purchasers. The resolution and its pream

delicious dinner

to

in

Building

1

twenty-five
fants.

mal

month ago.
Owing to the slump in prices and the
.arge surplus of farm products, the farmers of the country found themselves face

omy

of

sBUICK

/*'

livering these cows to France would be
signing the death warrants of at least

soil

a

MAKES THE HOUSEWORK EASY

The women deputies of the German
Parliament have written to the Woman
Suffrage Union of France saying that de-

properly then suspended its activities. The above gives in brief the purpose, history and status of the corporavery

Design Shows an Attractive
Eight-Room House.

Square Type

About the middle of last month some*
body in authority in the navy department ordered three men to take a trip in
The purpose was to make
a free balloon.
Af“a test flight to test air currents.”
ter about 27 hours of test work most of
the time in a driving storm, the balloon
came to earth in the forest a few miles
from Moose Factory which is 200 miles
from the nearest railroad station and 800
miles from the point of departure near
New York City. The balloon was left in
The men, after much exposthe woods.
ure, reached Moose Factory and about a
month thereafter reached home in New
York and reported that there was a
strong air current, but they were unable
at any time to determine in what direcThe naval expert,
tion it was moving.
whose duty it was to discover and make
known the scientific value of all naval

and gives
up In the kitchen
the housewife chance to continue her
work undisturbed.
There are four bedrooms and bathThe two
room on the second floor.
front rooms are 13 by 13 feet 6 Inches;
the others are 13 by 12 feet 6 inches
and 13 feet 6 Inches by 12 feet 8
Inches. Running water for the bathroom and kitchen Is provided by a
water supply system and electric light
Is furnished by an electric lighting
plant.
While giving an impression of bigness this home is only 32 by 34 feet.

.cleaning

SA

face with

Waldo Pomona

mail of

for ail.

hies
>1

are as

follows:

utitaa

uicit

CAiaia

ill

kite

agucui*

Cjrange

was
served the hungry
crowd by the sisters of Silver Harvest.
Grange reconvened at 2 o’clock. Address
of welcome by master of host grange,

iural sections of the country unprece- Isaac Sanborn, response by
county agent
dented and unparalleled distress on ac- N. S.
Donahue ot Riverside Grange.
count of the inability of the farmers to
dispose of the corn, wheat, cotton, wool, Singing by quartette. The office of Ceres
livestock and other commodities now in was declared vacant and Mrs. Cora Gay
marketable condition at prices that will was elected to fill the
Next in
vacancy.
pay the cost of production; and
order was the installation of officers by
Whereas the people of Europe are in
dire need of the agricultural products past Pomona master, Edward Brewster,
ao # in possession of the farmers of this assisted by Deputy Charles Woods and
country, but are unable to purchase on his wife. The installation was carried
account of existing financial conditions;
out very gracefully, later a vote of
and
Whereas, under an act of Congress, thanks was given the installing officer
there was established the War Finance and bis assistants.
Reports of Secretary
Corporation for the purpose of financing and Treasurer. At the census 11
granges
the exportation of American products to
responded. Then followed the program:
foreign markets; and
Whereas the activities of the War I Song by Albra Gurney, who responded
Finance Corporation were suspended in to an encore, comic
dialogue, reading
May, 1920, by an order of the Secretary by Nellie
Whitcomb, recitation by Erland
of the Treasury; and
by Mrs. Gurney;
Whereas the banks of the country are Payson, recitation
-unable to extend credit to the farmer in pleasing remarks by Allen Miller of Linorder that the farm products may be colnville. A rising vote of thanks was
held until they can be sold in a fair and
given host grange, for the courtesies of
reasonable market; Therefore be it
Resolved, etc., That the Secretary of the day. As the O. elect, Leroy Morse,
the Treasury and the members of the and Ceres, Mrs. Frank Clements, were
War Finance Corporation are hereby di- unable to be
present on account of illrected to revive the activities of the War
ness, voted to send expressions of symFinance Corporation, and that said corpathy of Pomona G.range to them. And
poration be at once rehabilitated with so closed all too quickly another
happy,
the view of assisting in the financing of harmonious
meeting. Those who are
the exportation of agricultural and other unable to
come, or do not care to make
products to foreign markets.
the effort to attend these meetings are
The President vetoed the resolution in certainly losing some of the bright spots
of life, losing something that not only
a message which was dignified and conbrightens life in the passing, but leaves
Senate
Without debate the
servative.
pleasant memories, for future brightness.
'"passed it over Mr. Wilson’s head” by a The next meeting will be with Honesty
vote of 53 to 5. Twenty-nine Democrats Grange, Morrill, Feb. 1. As the Grange
program books are in state of preparation,
went on record against the veto and three
the program can not be given at this
Republicans voted in its favor. The date —Grade Bowen.

Smile
Not if you are feeling two-thirds sick. Few of us can look
happy or be decently agreeable when suffering from headache
or any kind of
indigestion, or even a simple cold. But you
■WILL feel like smiling all the time after a few days’ treatwith the ‘‘L. F.” Atwood
pent
Medicine, for its first action
is to expel the “blues” which
usually result from a clogged
or bilious condition.
Its cleansing process extends to the
blood; there’s no better blood purifier. Soon you’ll feel
stronger, eat better, sleep sounder. And then you’ll smile
without effort and wonder why you never tried this “Goodhealth
remedy before. Get a 50 cent bottle today. It’s
economical
60 doses
and always waiting to aid you.
Isola everywhere. Satisfaction assured
by
The “L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, M<5.
—
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residential section in
city.
When a man is building

class

a

large

town or

a

house,

which in most cases he does only once
in a lifetime, he is Inclined to consider all angles very carefully.
And
to the average farmer there is no

stronger appeal than economy. With
no large sum of money to expend on
home he wants to get as beautiful
a dwelling as possible at the lowest
possible cost. This type of home is
designed for that purpose. Because
of its square lines which eliminate
any special orders for material, it is
one of the most economical types of
home that can be built.
As is the
general rule in homes of this type, the
roof is hipped.
a

just arrived. The\

out. The natural result Is that work
turned out under poor light is poorer
in quality and less in quantity while
the general lowering of the worker’s

efficiency makes

him less alert and,
liable to injury.
It has taken the employer longer to
appreciate this condition than the
workman, whose complaints have often gone unheeded.
It is a hopeful
sign of the new era of Industry that
the movements on foot to better industrial life contemplate among the first
steps forward the installation of illuminations which will cut down the
terrible waste of human energy due
to accident and at the same time promote the efficiency of the individual
and increase the nation’s output.

hence,

more

WEST
SPRING STRP

One of Dame Nature’s Delicacies

The Test.
I like ray new place very
well,” said one cook to another. “Only
Mrs. Brown, she ain't a lady.”
“Ain’t that too bad! How do you
know?”

“Yes,

To

Thurston and

KEEP

YOUNG

People wi h bad backs and weak kidneys are apt to feel old at sixty.
Many
old folks say Doan’s Kidney Pills help
them keep young. Here’s a Belfast case:
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 68 Waldo avenue,
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills did me a world
of good when I was suffering so from kidney complaint They cured me and during the past few yearn I have had no more
trouble from my kidneys. I have the
utmost faith in Doan’s Kidney Pills.’’
(Statement given November 1, 1916 )
On August 28, 1920, Mrs. Wallace said;

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

J. E. I'll i

Due to local conditions,
two years I shall coniine rnoffice practice, probate am!
cases, and such other matter
adjusted without suit.
F. W. BROW
Counsellor and Att>
Brooks, Me., Jan. 4, 1D21

strengthening your digestive and eliminative
organs with Nature’s
Remedy it’s better than
laxatives.

I

--—--

--

VTOU

good fert:
patronize a
industry; you help
velop your own comm
use

you

NR

Today—Keeps

One of the world

greatest scienthan 90% of all
tists says that
human ills can be traced directly or
indirectly to constipation. How many
sufferers realize this?
Most of them continually dose themselves with so-called laxative pills,
s
more

calomel, on, purges ana catnartics and force bowel action.
It weak-■
do that Is a mistake.
ens the bowels and liver and
makes constant dosing necesJ
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'Why aon t you begin right tolu

overcome

This medicine
digestive as well as

acts

upon

eliminative

Away

a„a

V B

xtt>

nai?

when you

FERTILIZERS

pleasantness, it v orks gentlyt
promptly and thoroughly.
ft
I Bln a few days you notice the
You begin to feel
real result.

or-

druggist.

CITY DRUG STORE-READ &

use

E. FRANK GOES

«

the

get your system in such shape
that constant drugging will be unnecessary? You can do so if you get
a 25c box of Nature’s Remedy
(NR
Tablets) and take one each night for
a week or so. •
NR Tablets do much' more than
merely cause pleasant, easy bowel action.

the Doctor

gans—promotes good digestion, causes
the body to get the nourishment from
all the food you eat, gives you a good,
hearty appetite, strengthens the liver,
overcomes biliousness,
regulates kidney and bowel action and gives the
whole body a thorough cleaning

that vou are living again, with new
strength, new energy, vim ana pep
and
You
soon
find your
ginger.
bowels acting regularly without help.
Try Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets)
and prove this.
It is the best bowel
mediofne that you can use and costs
only 25c per box, containing enough
to last
Nature's
twenty-five days.
Remedy (NR Tablets) is sold, guaranteed and
recommended by your

your cuusiipuiioii

and

“I have always a good word to say for
Doan’s Kidney Pills ever since they cured
me of kidney trouble.
I am pleased to
again give them my endorsement for
publication and renew all that I said in
my former statement.”
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Wallace had.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

selling.

If you are its victim, try

Causes
Serious Ills

uay

--

Bangor, Maine

and Packers

Constipation

Type That Has Vanished.
The Black hills prospector, that
unique character who has furnished

gration.”

Kingsbury Co.,

Professional card

News.

many a theme for novels built around
man’s quest for gold, practically has
disappeared from South Dakota, E. C.
Yates of Lead, S. D., declared in an
address before the twenty-third annual convention of the American Mining
congress.
Passing of the prospector has been
due primarily to the fact, according to
Yates, that “the gold taken from the
mines does not have sufficient value to
He depay the cost of production.”
scribed the gold Industry in the Black
hills as being “in a state of disinte-

to like T & K Coffee—

Importers

nings.
The front door leads into the living
room, a large, comfortable room, 19
feet 6 inches by 13 feet, with windows on two sides. A small bedroom
adjoins the living room. In the rear
of tlie lower floor is the dining room,
also ample for the needs of a large
family and well lighted by windows on
two sides. It opens into a hall by one
door and into the pantry by another.
The pantry joins the dining room and
Tlie kitchen is designed
kitchen.
along modern lines which call for a
small compact, well-equipped room.
Adjoining the kitchen in a small wing
Is the washroom, an essential part of
the farm home. It eliminates the work
entailed by farm help washing and

Situated on corner of i r
streets. Eight rooms. Sta!
to house. All modern impr
hot water heating system,
newly decorated and outside
past summer. Good big gai
rant bushes, raspberry bush
strawberry bed and shrubs
Price reasonable and a
remain on mortgage. Tin'
be seen to be appreciated
gagements in New York Sta!

Your neighborhood dealer sells it.

the way she wears her old clothes.
And then she sells them.”
“Well, that Is too bad. My Mrs.
Smith is not like that.
She does not
wear her dresses very long and she
never mends anything.
But, while she
never gives her things to me, she never
sells them. She always gives them to
that charity organization, even to her

party slippers. She Is a lady, she is.
She always gives away every single
thing she can’t use.”—Indianapolis

i

Cef Acquainted today—

“Well, she thinks there still Is war,

the summer time this porch can be
screened in and made an excellent retreat for the family on warm eve-

Know, is

T

House for Sale

i

A 1; perfectly clean, fully matured coffee beans ONLY,
are roasted, ground and packed under the T & K label.
Anythingelse falls short of the supreme quality expected
by Maine folks and folks who visit Maine folks.

In this home the broad open front
The
porch is particularly inviting.
wide tapering bulkheads and pillars
painted white are very impressive. In

;

sound and cheap
and see them.

Made right and madi
—in Belfast.
Get
supply from

«<

HALL & WILKIN"
1

BELFAST, MAINK

I
I

|

HILLS, Proprietors The Fraternities Hea^
and Accident Asso

|

Buy your protection in the I 1
the leading health and acciden
tion in Maine.

.<»••

CHARLES S. TAYLOR Agent.
18tf
Havford Block. Belfast,

ogether for uniiou of thought and action
along tha paths of uplift and righteousness in their many and
varied forms?
Who can estimate the good
which is accomplished thru simply drawing men and
women
together under the
elevating
principles of Church associations? Is
the Church then lacking in
any of the atoffering 32 years Maine tributes or attractions which
thus bring
#
ALTH is completeHl
vN
people together? Far be it from me to
by tanlac.
OKED
KFFI
criticise. No one has the right to criticise who has not undertaken
I
suffered
bringing
nervyears ago
'.,ou and was uever able to get about the realization of his own ideas.
But we are speaking from the other felif
!s of it until I took Tanlac
g*e" hs ago. I never thought a low’s point of view.
P
two years old who had
Is then the Church too solemn, too
ng could be a as well as I
lanlac has completely re- cool, too formal, too stiff, too seclusive,
and I just can’t praise too select, too classified, to attract as
... th
iiese wonderful results.”
does the magnet to itself the many? Is
"... -rkable statement was made the
ownership of pews selective or demaveW L. Westman, Maple
Maine, who has lived in ocratic? To my mind every Church
^
should be tree seated. That fear of gettwenty years.
w what 1 should have done
I<
ing into the wrong place should be abolTanlac when I did, for my
ished. The same atmosphere of open
such a condition that just
siiirhaiice completely upset heartedness, freedom from restraint, atijjht 1 couldn’t sleep and homeness should premeate the Church as
t
vous I just couldn’t keep
other well-governed, social gatherings.
People should be attracted to the Churcn
was out of order, I could
j
thing and what I did eat as they are to a County Fair for instance:
me distress and suffering. I
because they will meet every one else
with constipation for
,.

■

’’’

weak, there,

I had terrible
that would cause
ines

s

'►

(tins

me

to

of Tanlac seemed
a.,(i when I had taken two
wonderfully imsis feeling
l„ ad I have taken four bottles
,,, ielely relieved of nervousi-.iach trouble is also gone,
..
the fainring spells any
much better health than
I am
r thirty-two years.
u 1 do my housework easily
’ad the time. I am so tliauk,1 l anlac has done for me that
j al ,.ut it all the time.”
la in Belfast by Read &
Hie leading druggists in
doses

■w

if for

no

other reason.

Is there any gooa reason too why
business principles should not be applied
to the Church as elsewhere? Is the
Church

If so, and
would want to

paying proposition?

a

all agree that it
live in a town

is,

no one

Coughs and Colds;
Sore
Throat

Catarrh, Croup,

I

Banished

I

By Hyomei

The germs of catarrh do
the

same

atmosphere

|

not exist in
with antiseptic

Hyomei (pronounce it High-o-me).
Breathe Hyomei and
relief from
! catarrh, coughs, sore throat or cold will
comeun two or three minutes.
Breathe Hyomei and that stomach
straining hawking in the morning will
quickly disappear.
Breathe Hyomei and kill the catarrh
germs; heal the inflamed membrane,
stop the discharge of mucus and prevent crusts from forming in the nose.
Breathe Hyomei for a few minutes
each dav and rid yourself of contempt
ible catarrh
Breath Hyomei—give it a faithful
trial and then, if you are not
satisfied,
you can have your money back.
Hyomei is sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
and druggists everywhere.

MI-ONA
Ends

indigestion
•It relieves stomach

stommisery,
ach, belching and all stomach disease
or
money back, barge box of tablets
at all druggists in all towns,
sour

thru our votes who these meu who repreus shall be.
If we are indifferent to

sent

these duties, we shall get indifferent representatives. If we stay away from the
polls on election day, what right have we
to complain? Is the primary a farce, or a
benefit? That depends on how we use it,
When not over 20 per cent of the people
vote at the primaries it is a farce, but if
fully utilized, its efficiency or error would
be demonstrated.
I have long believed
there should be a aw which would compel every man, and now every woman as
well, to go to the polls and cast his or her
ballot at least at each regular election
under a penalty of imprisonment or heavt
fine for not doing so, unless the voter

without a Church, it
patronized and supported as
such by all instead of by the few. Can
it be brought home to every one that it is
a paying proposition?
What matters the other fellow’s reli•
gious viewpoint if he but helps to fill the
vacant pews on Sunday? Whoever he is,
£
he will derive good from being there and
jry town.
every one else will be benefited by his
presence. Then how can you get him?
Point of Time was when it was
k Other fellow’s
undignified for a
whose name was not checked on election
View.
Bank to advertise.
A man on entering
could present to the proper official a
the Banking Institution felt like taking day
certificate of a reputable physician that
by Mayor C. W. Wescott off his hat and speaking in a whisper.
It
the health of the individual would be enMen’s Forum of the North was a
stiff, cold, unsympathetic atmosunday, Jan. 9th, and pub
dangered
thereby. It should be the sworn
phere he met. But that is all changed
Sites t'v nquest.]
duty uf some officer to examine all votnow.
The
the
bank’s
within
atmosphere
he estrangements of life,
ing lists after each election and enforce
walls is as free and democratic as that of
(Terences of opinion, come
the law without fear or favor.
Under
street.
are made to feel
the
open
People
bru a lack of understand-

ither; of not grasping the
point of view. How often
ison to whom we at first
ial dislike, on closer obseriion and acquaintance we
appreciate, really admire.

should

be

enticed to enter, and every
one who enters is regarded as an asset,
whether he transacts business or not.
at home

there,

Would it be undignified for a Churcu to
If so, why? The old saying

advertise?

such

law the

a

street

corner

man

witn

who stands

hand

on

the

outstretched

waiting

to sell his birthright for a paltry
sum would be compelled to go to the polls
of his o ;n volition, and both he and so-

ciety would be bettered thereby. The
is, ‘‘The end justifies the means.” This
new nation, Czecho-Slovakia, has such a
be interpreted in different ways,
;d a tellow after all when may
5
j law and in this respect is in advance of
but
as we use it, may it not
or
good
bad,
iv
him, sees things as he
,,
the older nations, ourselves included. The
be applied to the Church? That which
s
affairs from the angle at
view point of the individual who would
p.
at first seems revolutionary, with usage
itach he stands.
barter away the sacred privilege afforded
an accepted custom, if found to
becomes
very fully demonstrated in
by God and man needs to be guided to
Were I to undertake the
be beneficial.
when men from all walks
a higher plane and
such a law would
of a large congregaassembling
weekly
iife were grouped together
1 serve
toward that end. The remedy
be
of
would
one
the
tion, advertising
,<jw one another intimatei*
seems a simple one, easily applied and
I should employ.
r's son, the farmer’s son, first things
! fraught with promising results.
My second thought toward effecting a
rer’s Bon, the employee’s
Our own legislature is in session this
truni Riverside Drive, and broader influence of the church would be
winter. Is there not some one who would
business
of
ihe slums of the East Side, a still further application
be sufficiently interested to father such
is
Evolution of business
ralize that they breathed the principles.
i L;
an effort?
the
toward
larger units. Overhead
were of the same style and
be
I have suggested a few of the evoluf anatomy, and when ex- charges are thus reduced, economy effec- tionary
thoughts—perhaps revolutionary
[
Twenty-five and
same
dangers, the same ted, and prices stabilized.
impractical to some—uppermost in
was
of
Boston
dotted
The Wa 1 years ago the City
Hi:.r ed like results.
my mind regarding the points touched
Street
vered the whole-hearted- with a large number of comparatively upon and pass them on for
your analysis
oral ability and resourceful- small banks. A spirit of consolidation as to their
much or
:liner’s boy; and the farmer’s
i-heartedness and common

|

Many intimate and

ullier.
iii.

thus

i.Jships
poles of society.
were

at

tl

no

formed

Ail, too,

class had

inert-

a

qualities of humanity—
natural ability and
ess,
that in fact there was no
class; that common sense
ii’s most radiant quality,
w the many divergences of

ial

in

action may it not be said that
reed most is a broader vision
view of things
greater respect for the conhe other fellow and williijigimmon-sense

yze

■a

.bums
ur

are

reached,

more con-

ability aud ourselves and
f the other fellow, whether

business, political,

y

which

the processes thru

church

social or

ealousy is the blood relative
of Mind. To be jealous is

ss

ne's self.

You

can

foundation

wn

felldw,

that of the other

wn

neVer

higher iby

by confidence in the ingrediir own and continual
building

r

•fecrcon.

•by fop who fashions himself
re common group is by them

I:

ri'

small and narrow-minded to
tneir notice, except perhaps

1

"e

is

J

society.

a

useless instead of

a

useful

The latent ability is
si where in
all, but is surround-

u

He is

a

victim

of perhaps his
leachings, surroundings and

Broad

association

the great

mankind,
■

.kind is

the

and

ac-

balancer and
avenues

measured at

thru

its true

tlie recognition of the great
'Ins underlying principle of as,J and
acquaintance in business

conditions that prompted the
of Belfast to make the trips
l,eV nave recently taken into the
,0*'ns, where they might meet

6
_

^

me“

ustomers face to face, dishointB of mutual
interest; each to
!lp

other fellow

as

the other fel-

h'm,

and each to find the result
m<|ividual action, not only on
:>Ut on
fers ere himself; and as a result, to
lhey could be of benefit and
<t>

t'i,.,

W|i

to one
another, better serve
"Mier t0 the
advantage and profit

kit °°h lhis
:,i

any

sectarian

so

mistaken as to claim

beyond question that his interpretation
is the only correct one?
I imagine there
will be a great many surprises in Heaven.
I at first thought I saw in the Interchurch movement of last year evolution
But in the final analyin this direction.
sis of it I did not find such definite ten-

Interests were pooled in the
material and business ends but not in the

To pass beyond the moral or religious
phase of life to the political, it has been
said and truly too, I think, that we gel
the kind of Government, the kind of meni
to represent us in municipal, State anc
national affairs and the kind of laws thal
we deserve: for it is we who have the
saj

foolhardiness,

are

i:

—

spiritual.

e'Tiving mirage.

t

of any suggestion, however pointed and
advisability of this
opposite that may be. We are looking
Estimate our plight in the at
movement
these things from our own position
recent war without the U. S. Steel Cor- and
standpoint which each one has a
poration, the Bethlehem Steel Corpora- perfect right to do.
tion and other large aggregations of orFish and Game—1920
ganized working forces. Might not then
this evolution of business be applied to the
church with equally beneficial results?
Willis E. Parsons, commissioner of inFor instance, would not three churches land fisheries and game, in his annual
j
in Belfast do the work of seven equally ! report declares that the unusual number
well or better? The greater the force, ! of summer visitors of the preceding year
the momentum, the greater the influence j seemed to continue without abatement
during the past season of 1920, and it is
and effect.
Could not the same pastor
estimated that not less than half a mildevelop greater magnetism, influence, lion non-residents during the summer
greater initiative, if facing each Sunday months found their way by train or autoa congregation of 601 to 800 people in- mobile to Maine.
“This large influx of non-residents,
stead of the smaller number he now has?
taken with the residents who are fisherAre the differences of religious opinion, men, make a severe drain on many of the
misunderstandings, so to speak, in inter- lakes of the State, but the department is
forth every effort to enlarge the
pretations of the Bible, so vital as to putting of the
output
hatcheries, to re-stock
Is the evolution these
preclude this outcome?
ponds and streams as fast as posof the church ever destined to accom- sible, and also to protect the game so that
plish this advance, if my reasoning be those who remain for fall shooting will
not be disappointed,” said Commissioner
correct, and it is an advance? Is there Parsons.

could shun, view life as they
ciscover the attributes which

■■

principle of associais °“e of the most
potent powdeve!oP|!nent of good in the

V|hl!le

CURED HIS
RHEUMATISM!
years old and I doctored for
since I came out of the army,
over fifty years ago. Like many other*, I spent
money freely for so-called ‘cures’ and I have read
about ‘Uric Acid’until I could almost taste it. I
could not sleep nights or walk without pain: my
hands were so sore and stiff I could not hold a pen.
But now I am again in active business and can
walk with case or write all day with comfort.
Friends are surprised at the change.” You might
just as well attempt to put out a fire with oil as try
“I

am

eighty-three

rheumatism

ever

get rid of your rheumatism, neuritis and like
complaints by taking treatment supposed to drive
Uric Acid out of your blood and body. It took Mr.
Asbelman fifty years to find out the truth. Be
learned how to get rid of the true cause of his
rheumatism, other disorders, and recover his
to

strength

from “The Inner

bringing

of men and women

Mysteries,”

now

being

distributed free by an authority who devoted over
twenty years to the scientific study of this trouble.

If any reader of this paper wishes “The Inner
Rheumatism” overlooked by doctors
scientists for centuries past, simply send a post
card or letter to H. P. Clearwater, 631 -B Street.
HMlowell, Maine. Send now, lest you forget 1 If
not a sufferer yourself, cut out this notice and
hand this
news and opportunity to some
afflicted friend. All who send will receive it by
return mail without any charge whatever.

Mysteries of

same

little as viewworth,
ed from your angle of reasoning
I shall
not feel at all affronted at any criticism

would question the

dencies.

make up the true man. His
point has dimmed his broadile is not what he might be-

|

and

'beir pity or derision. He to
needs to become one of those

and

;

out of many such two or
No
three large institutions were formed.
patrons today of the larger institutions
in

set

ana

good

DEER

“It was thought that more deer were
killed the past year than the preceding
yeai, and yet the consensus of opinion
among the guides, as shown by their recent reports is that the deer are not only
holding their own but are on the increase.
The law prohibiting the consumption of
deer in lumber camps has proved most
salutary as there have been few violators
among the lumbermen; neither have there
been many attempts by residents to ship
deer out of the State. The increase of
travel and larger number of sportsmen
coming to Maine for big game, however,
make a heavy draft upon the deer.
“It is estimated from the best data
obtainable that 20,000 deer were killed
during the season of 1919 and as many
more during the past year.
MOOSE

not holding their own, but
are surely decreasing in numbers, according to the data received. It is estimated
that not less than 250 moose—some set
the figures at 300—have been slain in
This is cereach of the past two years.
tainly destroying them faster than they
incr ase, and will result in a few years
at most in making this monarch of the
Maine woods practically extinct.
“If the moose are to be saved another
closed season should be placed upon them
and sportsmen be content in shooting
them only with the camera and expend
their energies in still hunting the deer, or
stalking the bear, to which there is no
limit, one sportsman getting three bear
the past season in one day.
Moose, if
they can be preserved, will remain a great
attraction among the wild life of Maine.
The caribou has gone—shall we save the
"Moose

The Rummage Sale la

a

Worthy

Institution
Here on
Did you ever attend one?
a table is old Brown’s silk hat that
he wore to church many years, and
now that he’s gone it has been sent
by his fnmily to the rummage sale to
be disposed of for the benefit of the
church.
And there on the counter, is an
old china pug dog that used to guard
the mantelpiece in somebody’s house.
And on a rack hangs the Prince Albert coat that some fellow wore when
he was married and which his wife
kept as a treasured thing through the
years; now she has given it away because the sentiment attached to it
finally Is dead like last year’s leaf.
They are handy institutions, these
rummage sales, enabling one, as they
do, to give away for good purposes
what he no longer needs, or wants or
cares for.
He holds on to such things
a long time and then one day he gets
tired of seeing them around and away
they go to the rumamge sale, the second-hand store and the rag shop.
But the rummage of minds and characters most people hold on to and cherish forever, observes the Haverhill
(Mass.) Gazette. To their dying day
they keep old and worn-out prejudices
and fight hard for them. They keep
fast to habits, knowing they are bad,
but lacking the will or the courage to
throw them off.
The next time you gather together
your old clothes for the rummage sale
and have packed them all in one bundle, suppose you say to yourself:
“Let’s see, what have I left out? What
passions, prejudices and habits are littering up my mind and character?”
You will not be able to get rid of
this rummage as easily as you can dispose of your old clothes, but once having taken stock of it you will know
yourself better. The first step to selfimprovement is to become acquainted
with your defects.

General George W. Goethals of New
York and Harry M. Verrill of Portland,
appointed receivers on November 13 of
the East Coast Fisheries Company and
the East Coast Fsiheries Products Com
pany were authorized by Federal Judge
Clarence Hale today to issue receivers’
certificates for $150,000 in order to re-

operations.

This will provide working capital for
the operation of the fishing company’s
fleet of 26 beam trawlers which have
been tied up at the plant at Rockland

several months.

Under appointment by President McKinley,Congressman William E. Andrews

of Nebraska served for 18 years as Auditor for the Treasury Department until he
entered the House in the present Congress. During that long period of Federal
service he acquired a knowledge of the
operations? of the administrative departments of the Government that makes his
views on the pending bill for their reorganization of special value. He is convinced
that substantial economies can be realized through the elimination of duplies
tion of work among the various Federal
bureaus. Through a central accounting
system which could list expenditures for
duplicate services from the vouchers on
which such payments are made, Mr.
Andrews believes a joint committee of
the two Houses of Congress could locate
such duplications, measure their
scope,
and make suitable provision for their

Why

It Is Incorrect to Give Honor to
Egbert, as Some Historians
Have Done.

Egbert is frequently, but incorrectly, called the “first king of England.”
He became king of Wessex, the land
of tlie West Saxons, in 802 A. D., and
before he died, in 839 A. D., he had
made himself overlord of all the other
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. He was never, indeed, directly, king of all England.
Kent, Sussex, and Essex, were
governed by rulers of his own family,
appointed by himself. Mercia, East
Anglia, and Northumberland retained
their own kings, ruling under Egbert
as
their overlord.
In this way, to
quote the words of John Richard
Green, in his “Short History of the
English People,” “the whole English
race in Britain was for the first time
knit together under a single ruler.
Long and bitter as the struggle for
independence was still to be in Mercia and in the north, yet from the
moment that Northumbria howed to
its West-Saxon overlord England was
tirade, in fact, if not as yet in name.”
It was not until the year 9-'>9 that
Edgar (944-975), became king of a
united England.
Why Manners Are Important.
Manners are a pleasant deceit—a
conspiracy to rob existence of much
of its crudity.
Because of them the elusive element of charm lingers in the world,
and gentler natures are encouraged
in their robust growth.
A
lot of efficient people, though,
have discarded manners as so much
unnecessary impediments.
Why rise when a lady enters the
room?
Why appear interested when
others talk? Why ask to be remembered to the people you have hitherto
forgotten?
Why thank anyone for
giving you what you have paid for?
There is not much reason or logic
behind it all.
It is merely that with
the finer natures there is an instinctive courtesy that expresses itself in
manners.

Just as with so many others there
is an instinctive lack of courtesy
which finds expression in boorishness.
Manners are not useless.
They prevent you from giving
thoughtless hurt to others.
They
make you remain silent when Chopin
is being played.
Good manners come from
heart.—London Express.

a

good

Why Birds Are Superior.
true that man makes longer
journeys than birds.” remarks Frank
M. Chapman in his book “The Travels
“It is

of Birds.”
“But it also is true he
could not make them without help
from other men. He might walk where
there was land, but he would need days
to go as far as a bird could go in an
hour. And when he comes to the sea
he requires a sailing vessel or steamer,
with charts and maps and compass to
aid him in finding the way; while In
the hold there must be food for the
use of the crew and passengers during
the voyage.”

Why He Admires Beavers.
While heavers have a propensity for
ranchers
by
aggravating
building
dams that impede the flow of irrigation waters, the forest ranger at the
Mink Creek station in the Cache fou,est claims to have located a colony of
heavers philanthropically inclined. He
left his station recently, Intending to
build a dam to flood a strip of land
used for raising hay for the station.
Upon his arrival at the pasture he
found that the work lie Intended doing
had been accomplished hy beavers.—
Ot-deii Standard

CHEST

C0LDS~

Rub Vicks over throat
and chest until the skin
then
becomes red
—

spread

on

thickly

and

parts with
hot flannel cloth.

cover the

a

X/ICKS
W VapoRub
Over /7 Million Jan Uted Yearly

WET FEET BRING COUGHS AND COLDS

Until entirely rid of a cough

or

cold, look

out

They are a source of danger.
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Two

generation, have known
PE-RU-NA and it. astoninhing mjcccaa in the relief ot

r I* an
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tuS.1*

pennetent 2i,^ur,y
cough.
TABLETS OK LIQUID

catarrhal diseases. The proper medicine to have on hand

Tku.

TklWllKimE*iriMCjllM<|

tor everyday ilia.
SOLD EVERYWHERE
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KEEP IT IN THE HOUSE

elimination.

Reserve District No. II
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

HUMPHREYS’

SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK

WITCH HAZE OINTMENT
(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids,
External or Internal, Blind or

Bleeding, Itching

At

Searsport,

in the State of

business

or

Maine,

at the close of

December 29, 1920.

on

__

Burning.
One application brings relief.
at all druggists

RESOURCES.
Loans

-v

and discounts, including

D.LLAR3. Cr

rediscounts.$128,224 84

Total loans.1128 * 224 84
Foreign Bills of Exchange or Drafts sold with indorsement of this bank.
Overdrafts secured.. unsecured, $9 34.
U. S. Government Securities owned,
Deposited to secure circulation (U S. bonds par value). 50,000 00
Pledged to secure postal savings depcsits (par value).
l|000 00
Owned and unpledged.
42,841 10
TotalJU. S. Government securities.

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

J56 William Street, New York.

unpledged... 186,302

sick
BOOK

on

Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not lest? than
ONE YEAR nor more than THREE YEARS’ time.
Total bonds, securities, etc., other than U. S.......
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank (50 per cent of subscription)..
Value of banking bouse, owned and unincumbered.
Equity in banking house...
Furniture and fixtures.

stock-

treatment of

Horses, Cows,

prepared
Furniture

81

9 818 75
196 121
00
4,000
*

00^ qc
400 0<3>
260 OO
16,000 QC4

2

Total of Items.$
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank snd
other cash items.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer..
Interest earned but not collected—approximate--on Notes and Bills
Receivable not past due.

to do all kinds of truckand piano moving a

24,867

24^67 IS
14
1

773 3$

2^500 0C

13H 2S.

Total.

Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they

5€'

2,25?ToC'

Real estate owned other than banking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks.

Trucking
I am

98 841 ID

,t

Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 15C William St., N, Y

ing.

128* 224 84
934,

Other Bonds, securities, etc.:
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks,) owned and

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine Company

EDGAR FIRST ENGLISH KING

are

moose?’’

sume

KNOWS GOVERNMENT NEEDS

WHY-

$474,048 59
LIABILITIES.

will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.

Dollars. Ctsp
60,000 0C
25 000 0C<

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus fund...
Undivided profits.$15 712 98
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid...
6,952 47
Interest and discount collected or credited in advance of maturity and
not earned (approximate)....
Circulating notes outstanding.

W. W. BLAZO & SON,
Avenue, Belfast

126 Waldo

STATE OF MAINE

Net amount due to banks, bankers anu trust companies in the United
States and foreign countries.
Cashier’s checks on own bank outstanding...
Total of Items.
.$ 10,160 33
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Keserve
(deposits payable within 30 days):

8,760

51

77 IS

47,897 50
10,753 76

WALDO, SS. To the Sheriffs of our
206 57
respective Counties, or either of
their Deputies,
Greeting:
We command you to attach the goods or estate of Grace Bertha Palmer, nee Johnson,
formerly of Haverhill, in the County of Essex
Individual deposits subject to check.
135,907 2&
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, but
Total demand deposits (other.than bank deposits) subject to reserve.$135,707 28
whose present address is unknown to your
after
30
or
subdays,
Time deposits subject to Keserve (payable
libelant, to the value of one hundred dollars;
and summon the said defendant (if she may
ject to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed).
21,766 6c
be found within your precinct), to appear beOther time deposits.
173,679 21
fore our Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court,
to
84
of
time
Total
Reserve.$ 196,445
deposits subject
next to be holden at Belfast, within and for
our County of Waldo, on the first Tuesday of
Total...
$474,048 595
April, 1921; then and there in said Court to
answer unto Harlan W. Palmer of Northport,
in said County of Waldo, libel for divorce,
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
wherein the libelant alleges that he was marI, W. R. Blodgett, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
ried to said libelee at saidjfjaverhill, on the
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
24th day of October, 1900; that the libellant
W. R. BLODGETT. Caahier.
resided in this State when the cause of divorce
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 11th day of January. 1921.
accrued as hereinafter set forth, and had reJ.
H
SULLIVAN, Notary Public
[seal]
sided here in good faith one year prior to the
Correct. Attest: B, F. COLCORD,
)
date hereof; that the libelant has ever been
D.C.*NICHOL3,
y Directors
faithful to his marriage obligations, but that
A. B. PENDLETON,
I
the said libelee has been unmindful of the
same; that on the first day of December, 1900.
she utterly deserted the libelant without reasonable cause and has continued said desertion
for three consecutive years next prior to the
filing of this libel; that she has been guilty of
cruel and abusive treatment and ext erne
cruelty towards him; that no children have
been bcrn to them during their said marriage.
Wherefore he prays that a divorce from the
bonds of matrimony between himself and said
received a fine lot of hand-made laces
We have
iiuelee, may be decreed.
And the libelant further alleges that he has
used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
a few
as
from China and
present residence of eaid libelee, but is unable
—*—

j SEAL,
*

}

-—,—

REAL LACES
just

imported

quote

Waldo,

ss., January 8,1921, The said libel
made oath that the above allegation as to
the residence of the libelee is true.

Cluny Lace, per yard,

Narrow

ent

Thread “
Irish Crochet

“

Before me,

(Signed)

CLYDE R. CHAPMAN,

(i

Justise of the Peace.

Lace,

per

"

“

“

“

“

“

“

Beading
Rose Design Silk Cluny,
“

“

Witness, LESLIE C. CORNISH, Justice of our
said Court at Belfast, this eighth day of January, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one.

Linen

“

“

“

yard,

“

'■

“

Star
“
“
Torchon Lace and Insertion,
$2.00 and
Filet Laces per yard,

JAMES H. GILLEY, Clerk.

S .20
.35
.25
.10
1.00
.75
.50
.40
3.00

variety of sizes and patterns at 50c.
large line of embroidered silks and
$1.50.
see
them at the Journal office.
and
linens. Call

Lace mats in a

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo,

“

"

“

To the damage of the said plaintiff (as he
says) the 6um of one hundred dollars, which
shall then and there be made to appear, witn
other due damages. And have you there this
writ with your doings therein.

(SiKned)

prices

follows:

to do so, and does not know where it is.
(Signed) HARLAN W. PALMER,
Libelant.

ss.

Also

to

Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation,
Belfast, January 0, A D, 1921.
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is ordered by me, the undersigned, a Justice of said
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
this order
abstract thereof, together with
thereon, three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of Waldo, the la^t publication to be sixty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be bolden at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the third
Tuesday of April next, that she may then

a

AMY L. WILSON.

Notice of Foreclosure
Percy M. Murphy of Waldo, in

and there appear in said Court and answer
8w8
thereto, if she see fit.
CHARLES J DUNN,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of writ and libel with order of
notice thereon.
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

WHEREAS.
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
deed dated the sixteenth day

by hia mortgage
jf July A. D. 1919, recorded in Waldo Registo
try of Deeds, Book 334, Page 77, conveyed
of land with the
me u certain lot or parcel
Swanviile. in
buildings .hereon, situated in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
to wit:—
as
follows,
bounded and described
Bounded on the east hy land of Charles Curtis
north
by land
and land of Hollis Divoll;on the
of Ephraim Littlefield; on tne west by the
the road
stream, ao-called: and on the south hy
leading from NickerBon Mills toComtt.Lrsnge

Notice of foreclosuro.

SUE M. PARlRIDGE.

Dm J. Ditto,
Notary

Public,

Assistance in Income

Willis E. Lovejoy of Belfast,
ol Waldo and State of
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fifth Hall.
A.
D.
of
June,
1918, recorded in Waldo
day
Also another certain lot or parcel of land,
Regis ry of Deeds, B»or 332, Page 36, convey- situated in eaid Swanviile, bounded and deBLANKS
ed to The Belfast Loan and Building Associascribed as follows, to wit:—It being a tnangu
tion, a corporation established by law and iar piece bounded northerly by the road lead
having its office and principal place of busi- ing from Nickerson Mills to Comet Orange
ness at Belfast, in the County of Waldo and
Hall, southeasterly by land of Charles Curtis;
State of Maine, a certain parcel of real estate, and westerly by the stream so-called.
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
Belfast, on the northerly side of the back road has been broken; by reason of tho breach of
We wish to inform the public that ws
from Belfast to Searsport, bounded and de
the condition th reof, I claim a foreclosure of
scribed as follows, to wit:— Boundea northerly said
are doing business all the time and ic
mortgage.
you
land
E.
land
of
Jennie
Leavitt; easterly by
by
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
Dated this twenty-seventh day of Decemof Nahum Nickerson; southerly by said road;
MELISSA J. McKEEN.
A. D. 1920.
we would be pleased to talk with
ber,
j
you
and westerly by land occupied by Porter Cot3wl
D. & M.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency
trell, being the same real estate conveyed in
ROY C. FISH, Focal
two parcels to Esiie Bower, the first by George
Manager,
Woods by deed of warranty dated February
Room 2, Odd.Fellows’ Block, Belfast Me
in
Waldo
of
Deeds.
recorded
1882,
26,
Registry
tfi7
Book 200, Page 247, and the second by deed of
Jennie E. Leavitt, dated October 26, 1895, re
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 246;
Page 161, and by said Esiie Bowen, conveyed
to the said Willis E. Lovejoy by his deed of
warranty dated June 5,1918, recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds; and whereas the condition
or a
of
of said mortgage has been broken, now there- for a
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
Automobile
No
rooms.
thereof, the said The Belfast Loan and Build- few
ing Association, by C. W. Wescott, its TreasPYTHIAN BLOCK.
Phone 316-3
urer duly authorized, claims a foreclosure of
at the
children.
Baid mortgage.
Dated this thirty-first day of December, A.
Office.
BELFAST LOAN AND
D. 1920.
BUILDING ASSOCIATION.
By C. W. WESCOTT, Treasurer.
3wi
D. & M.

WHEREAS,
the County
in

Tax Keoorts

FURNISHED.

Special Notice

WANTED.
FURNISHED RENT
family

ORRIN

Insurance

two,

furnished

J.~DICKEY"

Fire, Liability,

Inquire

Journal

For Sale

I have 150 bushels of potatoes which I
will sell for $1.40 per bushel, delivered in
the city limits. Also turnips at 75c per
bushel at Elm Tree Farm.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

|

E. H. KNOWLTON

ALGOLA PILLS

Regidate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels
Make Pure Blood. For
Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
At druBgists.
Duane
Pharma'S r°C‘ 2?C‘ ProPr‘«or,
P. O. Box
lint
1103, rV
Hall Station, New York. See
City Cu',iSOi'

Signature

on

each box.

Colonial Theatre

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
appetite, aids digestion,
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great

Creates

an

merit and

saparilla.

laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Relieve headache, restore comfort.
Hood’s Pills

depends

help—fine

Pays

Mr. Otis Cram is
Jenkins of Monroe.

There was a mistake in the date of the
B, H. S. senior play, published last week.
It should be February 3rd.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet in the church
for
vestry this, Thursday, afternoon
All ladies are requested to be
work.

tear upon

A Fabric of

strength.

Harry H. Peavey has been unable to
work in his barber shop for a few days,
owing to an infection in his nose. He is
Better at this writing.
The following officers of Golden Cross

Lodge, K. of P., were installed Tuesday
evening, Jan 4th, by installing officer Ed.

White of Belfast: C. C.. Hale R. Hall;
A. O. YeaV. C., Hervey J, Grant; P
R. and S., P.
ton; M. W., J E. Ellis; K..
W. C. Austin; M. of
H, Grant; M. of F
W. H. Young; M. of A H F. Smith;
E
I. G H. F. Maddocks; O. G., L E. Godding. After the installation a fine baked
served to the
Dean and pastry supper was
members, after which a tine entertain-

j

given.

Happy Valiey Chapter, No. 109, O. E.
installation of officers
its
held
S.,
Wednesday evening, Jan. 12th, at 6 30.
A fine supper of baked beans, cake, pie
and salads was served to the members
and the installing officers, Mrs. Julia
Yickery, D. D. G. M. and Mrs Kittie
Small. Marshall, of Belfast. The following officers for the ensuing year were installed: W. M., Mrs. Bernys Ellis; W. P.,
Mr. Herbert C. Ellis; A. M., Mrs Lilia
Roberts; Sec., Mrs. Letlie Cox; Treas.,
Mrs. Lizzie Stiles; Cond., Mrs. Frances
Merritt; A. C., Mrs Grace Tasker; Mar.,
Mrs. Abbie
Mrs. Jennie Hamlin; Chap
Dow; Organist, Mrs Lena Jones; Ada,
Miss Christine A. Jones; Ruth, Mrs. An
nie Brown; Esther, Mrs. Addie Fogg;
Martha, Mrs. Rose Goddard; Electa,
Mrs. Mabel Roberts; Sentinel, Mrs. W.
After the installation the folS. Jones
lowing program was presented: Selection
an the Burroughs Phonograph; song, Miss
Marie Hogan; Installation poem, T. A.
Elliott; remarks by W. E. Barker; poem,

OWEN

game.
game

distinct stories which, while not connected in any way, are related in the sense
that they offer chapters in the sordid life
of New York during the hours between
midnight and dawn. Each picture is
faithful to life; each might be a dramatization of a story on the back page of a
Each is graphic and well
newspaper.
developed and interpreted by a small cast
of capable players.
The chapters are entitled “Out of the
Night,” which represents a phase in the
lives of suburban dwellers, “The Gay
White Way,” a breath of sordidneas in
the cabaret life, which belongs to the
middle class, and “A Tragedy of the East
Side,” an epic of crime and sorrow in the
lives of members who belong to the lowest strata. All three of the chapters are
true in their conception and execution,
the details and atmosphere being remarkably realistic. Mr. MacDermott gives a
rare performance as the paralytic in the
last chapter. The picture carries a rich
vein of action and at times the suspense
is overwhelming.
McKeen’s orchestra at every perform-

A merry mir hful Comedy Drama in which love and romance
rives in a fliver and leaves in a limousine.

NEWS.

“BRIDE 13"
A Serial

ar-

closer

With
on the home floor and out of town.
good material to start with and under
the excellent coaching of G. R. Wilson,
a fast team has been developed.

Father of Three Children
Writes From Panama
Canal Zone.
Balboa, Canal Zone. A father of three
children writes: “Will you kindly send
me by mail two bottles of your Dr. True’f
Elixir. I cannot buy it. here in Panama,
and don’t care to be without it in the
houese, because I have three children, and
the Elixir is the best family remedy 1
When one of the children
ever used.
isn’t feeling right, I give him a dose ol
Dr. True’s Elixir and he comes out hate
and hearty in the morning Our children
have showed no signs of worms sinc<
they have taken the Elixir. Last summei
sue of our boys was very sick—but on«
small bottle of your Elixir fixed him in
(fine shape.” F. H. Purington
The prescription, Dr. True’s Elixir, th<
Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, hai
done wonders for sick people, men, women
and children. No harmful drugs—worki
quickly and effectively.

Heavy Cotton Host
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

Supreme in Fifteen Episodes

Filmed w'th the co-operation of the United States Navy with
all star cast. Stunts that take your breath. Action
in every moment. Love, laughter, thrills.

THIRD EYE No. 7

an

Legislature.

ance.

WEDNESDAY

Comedy, pure
keynote, theme

and undefded, is the
and accompaniment of

Have You Ever Learned

the members of the committee who preWritten statements were obI tained from all state departments, corpoi rations, individuals and utilities, both
public and private, which requested appropriations from the State. Meetings
were held in various sections of the State
for the purpose of hearings and a stenographic report was made of all testimony
and remarks at all these meetiugs. The
Budget Law enacted two years ago
changed the fiscal vear so that beginning
June 30, 1921, the fiscal year will end on
June 30 of each year. This made it necessary for the budget committee to make
estimates first for the first six months of
this year and then for each of the two following years. The requests for this period
of the two years and a half totalled a litAfter long
tle more than $30,000,000.
careful consideration the budget
and
committee cut this down and recomended |total appropriations amounting to
$20,707,565.22 for the entire period of two
and one-half years. The committee believes that if the appropriations are kept
down to this total the State tax rate for
1921 and 1922 may be fixed at six mills
In
on a dollar for each of the two years.
1919 the State tax was seven and a half
mills and in 1920 it was seven and a quar-

pared it.

|
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Lesson of Life?

learn to save is really the first important lesson of
The man who cannot and does not save money
cannot and will not do anything else worth while.

Thrift

began with civilization.

as

are

going

I
i

ones; and we

bad

acquire good habits
Most people don’t bethose who find out succeeds

ones.

acquire the

habit of thrift''

Thrift is a simple thing, yet it means so
It is the foundation of success in busiof
contentment in the home, of standing
ness,

much.

The little difference between what
spend is POWER. 11
often measures the .distance between success
and failure.
n

society.

ou earn

and what you

(These sayings about thrift were taken from
writings of Theodore Roosevelt, Andrew
Carnegie, Samuel Smiles, Shailer Mathews, V
H. Kniffen, Jr., Henry E. Huntington, Her

the

If you find it difficult to save, undertake
some obligation in the way of investment that
will compel you to save.

If you

easily

as

lieve this. Only
in life. Why not

By “thrift” is'meant simply that way of
living which systematically transfers a portion
of one’s income to one’s capital. The man
who lives within his means and regularly and
sy stematically lays aside part of his earnings
and puts his surplus where it will work for
him unceasingly and as faithfully as he worked once for it, has acquired a habit of no small
import in the building of his character and the
carving of his future.

bert

to save, you need

Spencer, Russell Sage

a

and 0. S. Marden.

definite plan and

a

definu

objective.
We furnish it with our savings plan of purchasing Central Maine Pow
Company 7°^ Preferred Stock. This security gives you a high degree
safety and a 6 1-2 percent yield.
About the least you

can

do is to send the coupon for Particulars.

COUFON

Central Maine
|
m m

power company

Clearance Sale

■

Augusta,

Please send me, without obligation, information about you
of buying Central Maine Power Company 7 percent

savings-plan

**«***&.
Name.

Address

Maine

R. J., 1-20-21

-ON-

Suits, Coats, Dresses
...Skirts...
Furs and Millinery
Everything

good or bad

ha

M

January

Make saving a habit. We are creatures of
habit. We succeed or we fail as we acquire

It began as
realized it was necessary to provide for tomorrow as well as today. It began
long before money was invented.

soon as man

Davis’

pair

Big

TOLife.

..

$1

Searsport High has won every
played thus for this season, both

Three Pair

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

MOORE in

I

a

PERFORMANCE.

“A DESPERATE HERO”

The old reliable

witnessing

thing of Thrill and Wonderful Sensation

^

WEDNESDAY

Over 100 years

not

SCENES,

Children 17c.
Evening, Floor, 39c.; Gallery, 28c.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 28th,

PRICES—Matinee 28c.

|

in

A

McKEEN’S ORCHESTRA AT EVERY

“The Desperate Hero,” a new Selznick membered that the Budget Committee
no authority
Picture starring Owen Moore wh ch will can only recommend. It has
to lix the amount of any appropriation.
be shown Wednesday.
reduce
The photoplay, which depicts the ad- The Legislature can increase or
I ventures
in the Budof a young man very much in any or every amount named
Comlove and very much in debt, hasn’t one get. The members of the Budget
State
serious angle.
Owen Moore’s frantic ef- mittee were Governor Milliken,
forts to dodge tailor bills and court his Auditor Ward well, State Treasurer Simpsweetheart cause some very odd situa- son, State Senator Grant of Portland and
All
Representative Holley of Anson.
tion
these men have been in close touch with
Gloria Hope is Mr. Moore’s
leading lady the financial affairs of the State for many
in “The Desperate Hero.”
years, and without doubt their opinion as
The screen version of “Kismet,” Otis expressed in the Budget will have great
|
influence upon the members of the LegSkinner s remarkable stage
success, is
said to be one of the most lavish and islature. It is reasonably safe to presume
spectacular pictures ever produced. It that the appropriations when made will
Mrs. Abbie Dow.
not greatly exceed the recommendations
is a Roberlson-Cole
super-special and
of the committee. It will be of interest
will be shown at this theatre soon.
Last Thursday morning aDout J.tu
to most of our readers to know that the
o’clock the people of Brooks were awakMiss
Nellie Hichborn of Stockton Budget recommends for the Belfast Home
ened by the cry of Tire and the ringing of I
for Aged Women, $150 for the six montl s
the fire bell. Belore many could reach I Springs will spend the winter in Belfast
prior to June 30, 1921, and $300 for each
with
her
in
started
Miss
had
Emma
which
fire
sister,
the
Hichborn.
the scene,
of the two following years; for the ChilGreenR.
of
S,
of
the
dwelling
real
(he
Mrs. Augustus O. Stoddard, who has dren's Aid Society of Maine, $1400, $2,wood, had gained considerabl headway.
for Waldo County Hospital,
There were three families in the house been seriously ill for a few weeks at her 800, $2800;
$500, $1000, $1000; for Freedom Academy,
including six children. The families of home on Church street, is improving.
$800, $1,600, $1,600
Mr. Henry Cunningham and Mr. White,
Representatives from Waldo county
who lived in the upper tenement, suchave been appointed on the following
ceeded in getting out just in time, but
special committees: Mr. Buzzell on Relost probably everything, even the most
of Councillor Districts and
classification
arrived
The
neighbors
of their clothing.
on Elections; Mr. Nickerson on Leave of
Dr.
Johnson
Greenof
Mr.
ago,
a
originated
save
to
large
part
in time
Absence and on Governor's Message; Mr.
his famous household mediwood’s furnishings. The fire gained such
Chase on County Estimates.
a
to
was
get
it
that
impossible
headway
cine,— still
stream of water onto the burning builddid
At a
regular meeting of Mariner's
ing (although the fire department
Lodge, F. and A. M on Tuesday eventheir best' in time to save any part of it.
coning, the Master Mason's degree was
The adjoining house, owned byT. I. Huxin thousands of homes for
ferred on A nos Simpson and the Lodge
ford and occupied by H. H. Hutchinson
Warwas inspected by District Deputy
and mother, was at one time in great
coughs, colds, sore throats,
A picnic supren A. Nichols of Belfast.
danger of being burned and one part had
cramps, chills, sprains,
the
per was seived after the meeting,
burst into flames, but prompt work of the
E. Trundy,
strains, and many other
committee including A.
bosemen and good water pressure from
INTERNAL and EXTERNAL
Capt. N. F. Gilkey and Capt. C. N.
the fire engine extinguished the blaze
aches and ills,—grippe and
Meyers.
without any serious damage to the buildthe
influenza.
ing. Mrs. Hutchinson was alone at
to
Walter Sargent returned Monday
time, her son having been called away by
his studies at the U. of M. after spending
the death of a relative. It is no question
a few days with friends in this city.
but what the prompt work of the fire
company saved the Huxford house and
perhaps other dwellings. Both Mr. HuxGenuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
ford and Mr. Hutchinson showed their
at Bert L.
appreciation of the company's work by
per
giving them generous

Searsport High school basketball team
went to Belfast Thursday night and defeated the Belfast High Team to the tune
»f 39 to 19. A large nuijnber of Searsport
fans accompanied the tepm, but were dis-

and

COMEDIES

comedy

The

The lumber for the Black & Gay Canarrived last
ners Inc. new corn factory
week and the machinery will be shipped
: n a few weeks.

appointed

too

—

rmioids

TUESDAY

Dixmont.

checks.

Movies

AUSPiCES OF THE TEACHERS’ CLUB.

Magic, of Beauty and Delight.

Scott & Bowse* Bloomfield, N« J.
-ALSO MAKERS OF

folks,

in

The 1920 Cinemelodrama of Life in the Great

“While New York Sleeps,” the latest
The most important thing as yet preMr. H- H. Hutchinson was called to Fox production to appear at the Colonial sented to the consideration of our lawdeath
Theatre next Tuesday is a distinct novel- makers is the Budget. It is a businessBoston last week by the accidental
of his uncle, George Smith, formerly of ty in that it presents three separate and like document and reflects credit upon

was

EpiS0(je

Tuesdayj While New York Sleeps
Metropolis.

nutriment and helps
the system keep
up with the wear

and

MONDAY
Centennial

scenic program.

present.

ment

Daredevil lack—Last

The Maine

/NEWS.COMEDY.

of

is the purest kind

so

interspersed

Burton Holmes.

COMEDY

A story that is bound to interest the women folks and men

j

at work for John

I

heights of thrilldom.

story that strikes close home.

a

Mary MacLaren in "The Road to Divorce’

Dog Lost

brooks!

with

SATURDAY

indigestion

balances.

daily

photo-play

SCREEN MAGAZINE.

necessary to married life—
companionship with her husband, and
(Tablets or Granule*)
which leads in some cases to the “other
woman’s” entrance into their lives.
for
There are many stories written upon
20-23sk
this theme but never has there been oie
like this one. It has for its locale the
seashore town of Marblehead in the State
of Massachusetts, which gives to the
picture many entrancing scenes, and
English Setter, white with black markbrings up to our minds again the stern
characters who inhabit these shores.
ings, one black ear, answers to name of
Spike. Name on collar, E. W. Bickford,
MONDAY
Fayette, Me. Lost on Jan. 1# near SearsFinder notify
Monday, the Maine Centennial in mov- port village.
A. E. STANTIAL, Belfast, Me.,
ies under the auspices of the Teachers’
a reward.
and
receive
Club
with a
and

which is

2 Per Cent Interest

on

A

I]

rilUAT

A Maurice Tourneur Production, "The
White Circle.” A production that scales the

Olive Thomas in “The Flapper"

scorn
EMULSION

Mary MacLaren, Universal’s popular
star, will appear Saturday in her latest
feature, “The Road to Divorce.”
It is an appealing Btory of every day
life and shows the devotion of a good
wife to her home and children but who in
doing this neglects that essential quality

Manager

alco-

r

7.00 and 8.3n

"

SATURDAY

Christine A. Jones,

TODAY

>

melodrama.

BROOKS BRANCH

upon

Eveningatjl

COLONIAL THEATRE

at 2.30

holic but upon tonicnutrient virtues.

FRIDAY
The White Circle directed by Maurice
Tourneur is the offering for Friday.
The White Circle is taken from the
book, “The Pavilion on the Links,” written by Robert Louis Stevenson.
You’ll say that Tourneur has scaled
the heights of thrilldom in this masterly

of Hood’s SarIt is just the medicine

Matinee Daily

is not that which

\

success

you need now.

^Safest Tonic

TO-DAY
“The Flapper.” a Seiznick picture starring Olive Thomas.
It treats amusingly and entertainingly
with the adventures of a sub-deb who, in
her desire to appear grown-up and sophisticated, becomes involved in the activities of a pair of burglars. Many amusing incidents occur, with the scene shifting rapidly from sunny Florida to the
snowy North and the night life of New
York.
Many wondeifully picturesque
settings have been produced for this picture, which was written by Frances Marion and directed by Alan Crosland.

Reduced for Immediate Clearance.

Don’t Miss This

ST0CKT0NJSPR1NGS
Isaac Littlefield was at home from Bangor over the week-end.
Miss Ethel Fraser went to Derby recently for an indefinite stay.
Miss Inez Hanson is in Bangor where
■he has employment as a stenographer
with Barr & Wight on State street.
Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster arrived on
Wednesday of last week from Boston and
is visiting her parents, Capt. and Mrs. H.
M. Griffin.

Opportunity.

Miss Louise Shute was at home over
the week-end from Bucksport Seminary,
and entertained a classmate. Miss Marian

McCobb of Lincolnville.

New York Garment Store
Main Street, Be’tast

Telephone

228-5

The case is reported mild and the little
Miss is doing well.

The annual mid-winter dinner of the
Current Events Club is set for February
2nd in the dining rooms of the Auto
ReBt. All members who anticipate attending are requested to communicate
their intentions to the club secretary.

Principal Drew T. Hathorn of the Coburn Classical Institue gave a lecture in
Denslow ball on the evening of the 12th
to a small but appreciative audience. The

speaker showed

numerous

stereopticnn

The cordition of Mrs. George S. Ward- pictures of great interest to illustrate his
•
for some weeks seriously ill in Ban- Bubject, Maine, My State.
as to permit her
gor, has so far improved
anniveris
the
91st
Jan.
19th
birthday
removal to 714 Main street.
sary of Mrs. Caroline Staples Berry,
Helen, the four-year-old younger widow of Capt. David N. Berry, who ia
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Harding, passing a comfortable and active winter
has been ill for some two week* from at her home with her son and wife, Mr.
what hasbeen diagnosed as typhoid fever. and Mrs. Willard M. Berry, who have

well,

For Sale—'The Nelson Farm

Capt. E. L. Hichborn has laid up his T NORTHPORT, with a large amount of standing wood and
schooner, Maude M. Morey, in Philadel- ddiiionsl six acres of young growth.
Alllpersons are forbidden to trespass on this farm, to cut or
phia, owing to the stagnation in shipping,
Miss Nellie trees, shrubs or lumber in defiance of the law.
and arrived home Saturday.
For information apply to
Hichborn came from Belfast and they
DICREY-RNOWLTON REAL ESTATE COMPANY, Be;'
have opened the old home.
with them the latter’s mother, Mrs. Annette Harrimao, who passed her 85 birthday last October.
Miss Mabel Cushman of Boston is'^the
guest of Mrs. James C. Durham.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all who were kind
and sympathetic to us in our late bereavement; especially do we appreciate
the beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
Mrs. Elizabeth Harmon
and Family

BRANCH
Mana^r
B. A. Fogg,
UNITY

Pays

2

Per

daily

Cent

Interest

<*

balances.

---

Ifejf

Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair Heavy Wool Hose lw°r,
DaVl
lor $1.00 at Bert L
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.

j

And
:h,t

THE ENTIRE STOCK OF CURTIS’ DRY GOODS

Holiday Rush is Over

Our

have had time to overhaul our stock. As a result we find
have a few odds and ends such as SWEATERS COTTON

we
we

NOW ON SALE

5 WOOL UNDERWEAR, FLANNEL SHIRTS, WOOL HOSICAPS and TOQUES, on which we are taking a decided loss,
them out. Come in; you might find just what you want,
f0 dose
Yours truly,

ERY.

BERT L. DAVISy
“

[

t,etween Misses and
-ups is most try-

w

i

E^ecial y

Xhev have outgrown;
and are not
one kind
for the other,

,ady

here is where we;
win the gratitude of

light

daughter by giving1

your

the proper shoes
which will insure her4
shaped feet in lat-1

gC,,(j

life.

er

I

\\e have special linesunior shoes that have

the smart appearance so
necessary, yet will cor-i
recti- form the growing!
All widths, A i

Try

ref),

the

us

please.

\

terest to Belfast also.
It is said that
parties are ready to form a corporation to
operate such a ferry if the legislature will
grant a charter. It is proposed to call a
meeting of those interested and have a
bill prepared for presentation.

■

Special Notice.
Ralph Taylor, a
sophomore in the B. H. S. and a member
of Scout Troop Three of the Baptist Sunday school, has been walking daily to and
from his home in Swanville, about seven
miles distant.
People interested in him,
especially his Scout Master, George H.

News ot Belfast
DVERTISEMENTS

N,

Robertson,

anxious to liud him a
chance to earn his board during the winter. If any one, interested in a good boy
of fourteen years, has a place or knows
of one, please notify Mr. Robertson for

irnishing Co. advertises a
eduction sale on all their
Ki

f>.;

.t

r,

re

lii

to let.

ins

K

Store advertises shoes
the miss and grown-

Waterman has

Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
has a guest night Friday with a large attendance.
A banquet was served at 6
o’clock, followed by the installation of
the following officers under the direction
of C. E. White, D. D. G. C.: Past Chancellor, Alton K. Braley; C. C. William J.
Gordon; V. C., J. M. Pettee; Frelate, Alton K. Braley; M. of W., E. A.
Clements;
M. of F. H. L. Bucklin; M. of E. C. E.
K.
of
Z.
D.
White;
R.,
Hartshorn; I. G
George L. Slipp; O. G., H. M. Brown. S.
A. Parker presented the jewels in behalf of the order. The following program
was heard
with pleasure: Piano solo,
Harold S. Webb; vocal solos, Miss Georgia E. Hall, Mrs. Basil R. Allen, Miss
Charlotte Knowlton, Miss Margaret M.
Mitchell; recitation, Miss Elizabeth Kittridge; vocal solos, Bert L. Davis and
Harold S. McKeen.

cottage
'■

"

IS!'

j! advertises for dog lost.
National Bank publishes
'imdition.

Ilsur

and

Elijah Ritchie offer

jtifor sale.
le

IK

Power Co. offers Pre-

Stock.
!

are

particulars.

ween

..

ing.

tlie

1st Co. publishes list of
facers in charge of the

Ik

makes special offers in
ps goods.
Goods Store offers their
big discounts.

i

Maine Centennial pictures will be shown
in the Colonial Theatre next Monday afternoon and evening under the direction
of the Belfast School Teachers’s Club.
The subjects to be shown are all interesting and will include: General Pershing in
Maine; Augusta State Hospital; Thomaston State Prison; North Maine Sanatorium, Presque Isle; State Farm, Presque
Isle: Views of Fort Fairfield; Central
Maine Sanatorium, Fairfield; St. Mary’s
College, Van Buren; St. John’s Lumber
Co.. Van Buren; Semi-Centennial of
New Sweden; University of Maine; Colby
College; Church service in Portland;
Portland centennial celebration.
a
note
irom
personal
Cambridge,
Mass., says of a well known and highly
respected couple, who are spending the
winter there: Capt. and Mrs. A. C.
batchelder were given a surprise party

Jan. lOlh to celebrate their 47lh anniversary.
They were presented with a large
bouquet of day-break pinks by Miss
Phillis Riley, Mrs. bachelder’s grandniece. They were also the ricipients of
a
very beautifully decorated wedding
cake, of which the guests partook when
ices and other refreshments were served.
Among those present were Pauline
batchelder of boston, their daughter,
their nieces from belrnont, Mrs. G»or6e
P. Riley and Mrs. R. P. Russell; also
their grandniece and nephew, Miss Phyllis Riley and Philip L. Riley.
Mr.

Percy S. Brayton of West Med

ford, Mass.,

for many years a teacher of
in the High school of that city,
September, 1920, one of the
secretaries of the Unitarian Laymen’s League, addressed twenty men of
the First Parish at the home of James
H. Howes Monday evening.
His talk
was a recital of the religious experiences
of several laymen out of which grew the
League, and what they have done in
their scant two years of existence. Mr.
brayton was one of the first to endorse
this movement and gave three afternoons
a week the first year in addition to bis
school duties to fostering it.
He has a
pleasing manner and a simple direct style
of speech, which made his points pertaining to the necessity of men getting into
the work, of the church very effective.
Mr. Howes served doughnuts, cheese and
coffee, followed by cigars. The impression left on all was that it was a pn fitable occasion. He went to Castine Tuesday and made an address that evening.
science

but
field

I

To the Public
Fr m the emphatic letter from the
Ford Motor Company printed below,
it will be seen that no further reduction in prices on Ford Cars is contempt' ted for a long time.
In consequence of this we cannot
too strongly urge upon the
public the
necessity of BUYING NOW in order
to protect themselves
against the
usual, spring rush of cars which always causes a scarcity at this time.

since

The officers of Waldo Lodge and Aurorah Rebekah Lodge, i. O. O. F., were
jointly installed last Wednesday evening
by Austin J. Fernald, D. D. G. M., and
Mrs. Clara M. Mussey, D. D. P., of
Unity, assisted by Samuel Adams and
Elizabeth M. Clements as Grand Marshals; Leslie C. Follett and Sara S. Guthtwo
rie, as Grand Wardens; Maurice W. Lord
and Gertrude P- Bowker, as Grand Secretaries; Lewis J. Sanborn and Charlotte
any
W. Pottle, as Grand Treasurers; Alton
K. Braley and Isabel Ginn, as Grand
Chaplains; Melvin O. Dickey and Anuie
B. Patterson, as Grand Guardians, as
Thomas E. Bowker, N. G.;
follows:
Benjamin L. Robertson, V. G.; Samuel
Adams, Rec. Sec.; Albra J. Clary, F.
Sec.; Ralph If. Howes, Treas ; Albert L.
Cuzner, War.; Leslie C. Follett, Coud.;
Alton K. Braley, R. S. IN. G.; Merl Alims, L S. N. G.; Eugene H. Cook, R. S.
S.; William M. Estes, L. S. S.; John G.
t—iiimiwii
■ihMC—mmmm ■■mm u,.^
Harmon, I. G.; Edwin S. Bowker, O. G.;
R. S. V. G.; Harry E.
I bringing down operating costs, we still Herbert OL. Brier,
S V. G.; Arthur A. Hamhave a long way to go before any thought Bowker,
ilton, Chaplain; John
Agent:
can be
given to further reductions in Ida L. Bray, N. G.; Hazel Parker,
R. Fernald, V.
present car prices, so we have no hesiRec.
K.
Annie
Adams,
Sec.; .Eiiie M.
tancy in making these open statements G.;
F. Sec.; Abbie E. Cook, Treas.;
to acquaint you with the true situation. Harrison,
Florence
Donnell,
War.; Elizabeth
You can therefore give assurance to
Cond.; Bertha C. Keene, R. S,
prospective purchasers of Ford cars that Murch,
N. G.; Bertha Hayes, L. S. N. G.; Flornow is their real opportunity to
buy be- ence R. Keene, R. S. V. G.; Geneva
low cost and obtain delivery. Everyone
L. S. V. G.; Hazel Briar, I. G.;
is familiar with the heavy demand for Hutchins,
Eugene L. Cook, O. G.; Mildred L DarFord cars in the spring and this year
Chaplain. Following the installation
will be no exception, as in spite of con- by,
ceremony was a solo by Carolyn H. Dicditions, business is already rapidly ackey; remarks by Clara M.
D.
cumulating, so that many who desire D. P. and Alice M. Palmer Mussey,
of Monroe,
Ford cars will be obliged to wait perWarden ol the Rebekah Assembly;
haps until mid summer for delivery Evelyn A. Frost; remarks by
Grace
causing considerable inconvenience and Walton, Secretary Rebekah
Assembly;
possibly financial loss, particularly to reading, Alton K Braley; remarks
by
commercial customors.
Austin J. Fernald, D. D. G. M„ Jessie
We expect you to protect the interests
P.
N.
G.
of
Cunningham,
Loyal Rebekah
of prospective buyers in your community
Lodge of Monroe and Samuel Adams
by placing these facts before them.
Grand Patriarch; piano duet, Florence d!
Yours very truly,
Snow and Hazel L. Bowker. Cocoa and
FORD MOTOR COMPANY
cake were served and dancing enjoyed in
the reat-hall.
W. A. RYAN, Manager of Sales.

We have just unloaded
carloads
of Fords and can make immediate
ielivery of almost
type desired.

B. O.

10 Ford

Dealers

mquiries have recently come
the likelihood of another
fcoi, ern‘ug
n the
price of our cars, and as
k
EWuries no doubt emanate from
k „ Purchasers, we want to state
feit treater emphasis that Ford
kii» already being sold at a figure
C08t snd for an indefinite
fed
or change in
fer,is, 'er reduction
!it,n'1,,re,y out of the question and
!*f .-"utemplated.
ttle Public will be fair
r*: Hi*
u
[)i*)b0 |y appreciate the frankness
!„

w"en they consider the exP‘ttp ,tCRut price cut which was in
,''ivalent of several reductions
w
“r desire
to contribute toward
^emaQds for lower living
E
*
our sacrifice
in
fU'.icj- ur'‘standing
cars at a 1088 until we are
al*y reduce present costs
material prices and greater
efficiency.
While we
urse made some
progress
L

four

flioj

"otwitt11’

f1
t^loi.

pMttj.,;'1
r«tCr'n,(

We have

|n

solo,’
E*.

we

still Rave wonderful

bargains.

investigate

complete line of COATS, DRESSES, BONNETS, SACQUES
LEGGINGS, MITTENS, BOOTEES, ETC., for the baby. All these are
marked at a specially low price.
Underwear, Gloves, Hosiery, Ribbons, Lace, Hamburg, P. N. Corsets,
Royal Worcester Corsets, DeBevoice Brassieres. All marked way below
the market price.
Sale Continues Until We are Completely Sold Out.
a

CHILDREN’S COATS
Wool Coats

was

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

$10.00,
7.50,
6.98,

“

5.25.

“

Berkshire Pants and Vests
$6.50

now

was

4.75
4.50
3.00

“

Corduroy Coats
“

“

was
“

$4.00,
3.50,

“

was

50c.
75c.

now

1

50c.

UNDERWEAR
1-3 off regular price.

Children’s Fleeced Vesls and Pants

2.25

NO GOODS

NO APPROVAL.

now

CARTER’S

$2.50

now

85c.

Union Suits

CORDUROY COATS

was

EXCHANGE.

CURTIS’ DRY GOODS STORE,

85c.

now

50c

€ACH SALE

FiNAL.

107 Main Street, Belfast, Maine

■

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

One More New Lot ot Coats

Nonas-

PROBAIt

i

To all persons interested in either ot the i
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January in the year of our Ljrd one
thousand nine hundred twenty one, The followfng matters having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
hereby ordered, th t notice thereot be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before t he second
Tuesday of February, A. D, 1921, in The Re-

Robert Apthorp Boit, late of Brookline, in
the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased. Authenticated copy of will and certificate of probate thereof prt>sented with the

petition praying

that

a

copy of said will may

AT THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
Vou know the values this store has been putting out in the
past few
so I won’t take
time
but
the way
about
your
telling
them,
wee^s
our hangers have
shows
the
that
emptied
public appreciate these
drastic reductions. So one more lot $11.98 to $31.50. But
you will have to come early.
BUY YOUR SPRING SUIT NOW and save $10 to $25. You"
will never buy suits at less than we are
offering them this month.

publican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said C »unty, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
tne Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1921, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and be beard thereon
if they see cause.

j

$ VERY SPECIAL $

I

allowed, filed and recorded in tbe Court of
Waldo County and that letters testamentary
issue to Amory Eliot, Philip Cabot and Moses
Williams, the executors named therein. Application that no bond be required from the
executors. Said petition is presented by Moses
Williams, one of the executors.
Estate of Robert Aptborp Boit, late of Brookline, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Petition that Amory Eliot, Philip Cabot ard
Hosts Williams, all of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, be appointed trustees under
the will of said Robert Apthorp Boit, they
being named in said will to serve in the capacbe

ity

of trustees.

Estate of Matilda S. Gilmore of Searsport.
Second account presented for allowance by
Amos Nichols, conservator
Estate of James C, Gilmore, late of Searsport. Second account presented for allowance •’
by Amos Nichols, executor.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original. Attest:
CKAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

White Flannel Night Gowns, good fitting, large and roomy, would
be a good value at $2.50, but for the rest of this month they will
be priced at $1.97.

FURS 1=2 PRICE for the NEXT TWO WEEKS
Buy

State of Maine:
Estate of Ruth Dana Draper, late of New
York, in the County and State of New York.
Charles Dana Draper and William Kinnicut
Draper appointed executors January 11, A. D.
1921.
Estate of George P. Pushor, late of Unity.
Norris W. Pushor of Unity appointed administrator January 11, A. D. 1921.
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this 18th
day of January, A. D. 192*.
CHAS. E JOHNSON, Register.

your

spring neckpiece now. Why wait till later and then pay'
Delays are dangerous. Doit now~$8.98 to $40

1-3 to 1-2 more?

Yours

truly,

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
High Street, Next

Notice is hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the Probate
Court, within and for the County of Waldo

to

Colonial Theatre.

Phone 156=12

and

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $] .00 at Bert L. Davis’.

NORTON,

Ford Sales and Service Station
Belfast, Maine

enormous, but

The only way we can explain our low prices is: that we are GOING
OUT OF THE DRY GOODS BUSINESS and are willing to take a loss
at this time.

Theryilar n.—*ting of Primrose Chapter, O E. S., will be held Friday even-

met Jan. 12th with Mrs. R. F. Duuton.
Twelve members were pres'ent and sewing was done for the Girls’ Home. On
Jan. 15th a special meeting w'as held with
Mrs. Ada Wiley with 5 members present.
Work was done for International College
at Springfield, Mass., and delicious refreshments served by the hostess.
The
next regular meeting will be Jan. 26th
with Miss Belle Mathews.

were

tVe have not found a dissatisfied customer and if you will
you will find this an opportunity of a lifetime.

Three Pair Heavy Cotton Hose
for $1.00 at bert L. Davis\

little son of Dr. and Mrs.
Cecil,
The Davis Sample Shop advertises sale Ernest
S. Webber, is ill with bronchial
coats and other specials.
pneumonia.
Perry’s Market offers Friday and SatA telegram was received
Tuesday from
urday specials.
Thomas Small in
Mass., anand
family nouncing the death Haverhill,
Mrs. Elizabeth Harmon
of his wife, formerly
publish a card of thanks.
Emma Yates. The funeral will be held
at the chapet in Grove Cemetery
1oday,
Mrs. Leroy A Webber will entertain
Thursday, at 2 p m., Rev. George C.
the Hospital Aid card party at her home Sauer of the
Baptist church officiating.
at 2.30 p. m. Wednesday, Jan. 26th.
Winfield A. Ma rriner of Howes grocery
The Belfast Teachers’ Penmanship Club store left Tuesday for
Boston, where he
meets eve.y Thursday afternoon in the will be a guest of Webster & Thomas
Co,
High school building for drill on the at their banquet at the Adams
House,
muscular movement of business writing.
tendered to clerks selling their ccflee up
Miss Esther F. Evans teaches the class to a certain amount. Mr.
Marriner was
which consists of about 25 of the teach- one of those leading for cash
prizes.
ers.
In a personal letter from
Ortega,
Fla.,
Ralph Ames, one of the delivery clerks Otis A. Alden, a former Belfast boy,
in the Field grocery store, had a narrow says: “We were in St.
Cloud, Fla., six
escape Saturday while going down Green days.
It is a fine place.
Weautoed here
street hill in the auto truck. The street and were sixteen days on the road from
was so icy that the breaks would not
Connecticut.
The roads througn South
hold and he was unable to stop the car. Carolina and Georgia are horrible. Tell
He kept his seat until he reached Bridge every one coming down here not to drive
street when he jumped and escaped with an auto through.”
a severely bruised leg.
The car stopped
Canton Pallas, I. O. O. F., will hold
in the woodpile in Thomas P. Logan’s their annual
ball Monday evening, Febyard.
ruary 21st, in a
Washington Birthday
event.
It
is
A movement has been started by the
planned to make the affair
one
of
the
winter
functions. The hall
people of Stockton Springs, Sandypoint
and Searsport to apply for a charter for will be prettily decorated in keeping
with
the
and
there
will be a conacross
date,
the Penobscot river between
ferry
Sandypoint and Verona Island, reaching cert program. McKetn’s orchestra will
Bucksport by the highway up the island furnish music.
and across Verona bridge
This is of iu- I
The Ladies’ Circle of the North Church

„gaid to shoes.

p

The first week’s sales

on

many reasons.
is this true in

for

„

20 to 50 Percent Discount^

YOUR LITTLE OLD DOLLAR
BUYS 100 CENTS WORTH

The Colonial Theatre publishes picture
program.
The City National Bank advertises
their gain in business for the year and
their Christmas Savings Club.
The New York Garment Store advertises January clearance sale.

THE

FORMER PRICES ARE SHATTERED

married.
KlNGSBURY-Y O U N G.
In Hampden
Highlands, January 15th, by Rev. T. P.
Humphrey, Joseph Kingsbury and Miss
Flora Young, both of Winterport.
LOVELAND-HADLEY. In Unity, Dec.

25, by Rev. William Berriman, Don Everett Loveland of Unity and Edith Lee

Hadley

of Jackson.

frank. W. Johnson,

a
member of the
Johnson & Co
Boston,
formerly the Pierce-Billings Co., has
been in Belfast several days looking over
the Knowlton building opposite the R. R.
depot, leased by them. He has also been
investigating the help question, etc.,
and returned to Boston Friday noon. He
was accompanied by a representative of
Peavey Brothers, Boston.

firm of

Billings,

The lower bridge is still a favorite resort particularly for those on Sunday
walks. The plank foot bridge about four
feet wide was begun, as soon as the work
on the bridge was suspended until spring,
and is now completed. It has a strong
railing about four feet high. This is appreciated by all who come over from the
East side to their daily work. The ferry
has been discontinued for the winter and
the float taken up.

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’

LOWER
I

PRICES!!!

/

Fine Bulk Cocoa,b 15c
Rolled Oats 5 lb 25c

Flavoring Extracts
Vanilla & I emon, 2oz. bottle

24c

Raisins, Seed 3d, Pkg 29c
Guaranteed New

Baking

Crop

j

Powder XX lb 30c
EQUAL TO ANY

Baking Powder X lb 24c

Merrithew-Jackson. In Morrill,
“MAKES YOUR BREAD TASTE BETTER”
12th, by Rev. Nathan Hunt, Mr.
Lester H. Merrithew of Morrill and Miss
SHAG KITTENS under 8 months; also
Bertha E. Jackson of Montville.
PUPPIES. I have male Angora Cat at
stud; pure white.
MARUARINE
DIED.
DELIA YORK,
“CHURNED PRO VT THE BEST
SOLD TO THE BEST”
Rockland, Me.
Berry. In Northport, Jan. 18, Melvina A., wife of Alvin Berry, aged 71
Old Fashioned
ROASTED
years, 1 month and 23 days.
Funeral
BUTTER CREAMS
ig Co.
GREEN HARD WOOD fitted for stove
Fridayat 1 p. m.
PEANUTS
$1.00 VALUE
tf3
CAIN. In Montville, Jan. 10th, Addie use. Apply to
“BENEFIT STOKE”
SOnETHtNG
(
SCOTT GRAY, or
Viola, wife of D. C. Cain, aged 67 years,
different
16c
254-11
ELIJAH RITCHIE
6 months and 24 days.
Frl. and Sat. Only
10 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
POUND
CROCKETT. In Winterport, Jan. 15,
Joshua Crockett, aged 83 years.
HOWARD. In Phoenix, Arizona, Jan.
5, Wesley M Howard, formerly of Montville, aged 40 years.
For Stock of Goods, Grocery
SMITH. In Boston, Jan. 10, George S.
A small cottage with modern convenThree Rooms, furnished or un- iences, on Main street, for a small famSmith, formerly of Monroe, aged 63
or General Store.
years, 1 month and 3 days.
ily. For particulars apply to
Address P. 0. box No. 7, Belfast furnished. 64 Church Street
MRS. JOHN R. WATERMAN
lmS*
2w3*■
Tel. 179-3
Jan.

Wanted

“SWEE'I NUT”

FOR SALE

31 It

Direct Importi

j

Will Pay Spot Cash

To Let

To

Let

Genuine Shaw Knit Silk Hose Three
Pair Heavy Cotton Hose Heavy Wool Hose—Two Fair
Heavy Wool Hose—Two Pair
$1 per pair at Bert L. Davis’
for $1.00 at Bert L. Davis’.
for
at Bert L.

$1.00

Davis’.

for

$1.00

at Bert L.

Davis’,

CHAMPION THRIFT
STAMP BUYER
George H. Jenkins of Boston
Has Purchased One Stamp
Daily (or Three Years
Best Record in United States for
Purchases

Systematic

George H. Jenkins, treasurer of the
Federal
Optical Company of 387
Washington street, Boston, has, according to the Savings Divison of the
First Federal Reserve District, probably made the bestreford for the con
sistent

purchase of

Thrift and

War

Savings Stamps of any person in the
United Slates.
Certainly his record

HIS DEBT TO ESKIMO WOMEN
Life of Famous Churchman of the
Yukon Saved by the ‘‘Mucklocks’* They Had Made.'

spent away

from

his

home

in

in advance, it was with
the belief that this was the best train
ing in systematic savings that Mr
ot
Jenkins adopted me plau
daily
Rain or shine, hot oi
purchases
Winchester

cold,

purchased

he

a

stamp daily.

The Thrift Stamps were converted
War Savings Stamps as fast as
the proper number bar been obtained
At the end of each of the years of 1918
and
Mr.
Jenkins
1919,
purchased
into

enough

Savings

extra

Stamps

to

bring the total maturity vaiue of the
securities for that ye^r up to $125
At the end of 1920 he bought enough
to give him $146 in that series, so
that he started the year 1921 with
$395 worth of the stamps and the
habit of daily purchases fixed on
him permanently.
He is enthusiastic
over this easy method of saving
“1 undertook to purchase one stamp
day, said Mr. Jenkins, "as a sort
of test. After a time 1 was surprised
to find now easy It was to go on Buy
mg, how little ! missed the quarter a
Inday and how fast it counted up
stead of buying seven stamps at a
time to cover each week as it passed
1 persisted In the daily purchases.
It has proved well worth while. 1
needless
have not missed the
to say, and 1 really get jmjoymeut out
a

miney,

of Betting myself such ajtaak. It is the
'best of training in systefn—ano shows
how

even

a

very

smaii

amount

of

money saved daily, ins] be made to
count up to a respectable sum in a
year. 1 believe that if; more people
would set themselves such a task it
would help them and help the Gov
eminent.”
The first year ng started buying
the stamps, Mr. Jenkins said, his son
and there were several
horn
was
other calls upon him Cor emergency
expenses but, nevertheless, he per
slsted in buying the stamps. In June
1920, Mr. Jenkins started purchasing
two stamps daily Out at the end of
two months he decided to go back to
The exthe one-stamp-a day plan.
tras purchased during June and July
account for his having accumulated
|20 more last year than in 1918 and
1919.
This year Mr. Jenkins plans to pur
chase one of the new 21 Savings
stamps as an extra each week and
with the 250 thus to be saved he will
secure two of the new 225 Treasury
Savings Certificates.
There have been plenty of people
much
bought
who rushed in and
larger amounts of Savings Stamps in
a
single purchase, but the Savings
Division's officers say that they con
aider Mr. Jenkins' example one deseiv
fng of the greatest praise of all be
it points the way for small
cause
savers to "grow their acorns into large
oaks." It shows what can be done by
saving systematically and persistently
QV^f a long period—and he still continue* hie plan with more enthuat■■m

tWn
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo.
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
& Co., doing business in the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
case

and every
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by

the use of HALL’S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, the 61
sr,
A. D. 1886.
(Seal)
Hall’s Catarrh M<
>r-

A. The Constitution i^ a written document providing a form of government
for the United States.
Q. Who framed the Constitution?
A. Represents ives of the people ii
Philadelphia in 1787.
Q. W ho was the President of tne Con-

Hot Water

a

inadequate
Q.
ed?

Why

found

himself indisposed he ordered
a kettle of hot water to be kept boiling, of which he drank large quanti-

ties, sometimes as much as four or
fiye quarts in a morning, without any
mixture or infusion, according to an

old copy of the
Dublin
University
Magazine. He would pour out about
a pint as hot as he could bear, and
drink it with a spoon, as if it had
been soup. Warm water, he said,
would relax and nauseate, but hot
water was the finest stimulant and
most
powerful restorative In the
He not only partook of this
world.
sovereign remedy himself, but prescribed it to every patient that would
listen to him at all.—Kansas City Star.
Farm Women’s Long Hours.
The Kansas Industrialist remarks
that an extensive survey made by the
United States Department of Agriculture shows 96 per cent of the farm
women do the family washing and
more than half of them are still using
the washboard. Sixty-one per cent of
the farm women carry water an average of forty feet. Ninety-two per cent
do the family sewing and mending,
and a large majority do the family

baking.
The farm woman’s work day averages eleven and one-half hours, the
survey shows. The department is cooperating with state colleges of agriculture in an effort to bring about better conditions for women on the farm,
especially more home conveniences. As
a result of this work a thousand farm
kitchens were remodeled last year.
One Exception.
“I never heard of girls being successful at a leap.”
“My dear man, did you never see
one jump at a proposal?”

^—*

A. The preamble of the Constitution
declares that “we, the people of the
United States, in order to form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the genera]
welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to ourssives and our posterity, do
ordain and establish this Constitution
for the United States of America.”
Q. How was the Constitution ratified?
A. By the people of the United

States, acting through special
tions, “chosen in each state by

and demonstrations are not to his taste,
and, as he said in his telegram to the inauguration committee, his position would
be a very unhappy one if the outlay for
an elaborate inaugural created the im
pression of extravagance.
No one will question Mr. Harding's
sincerity. The conditions are unique.
Back of us, as a nation, lies a period of
reckless spending. No one demurred,
for instance, when Congress appropriated one hundred million dollars to finance
BePresident Wilson’s visit to France.
fore us lies a period of necessary prudence
when
and economy,
appropriations for
all departments must be cut, the governmental force greatly reduced and frugality be made the order of the day.
The ceremonies and festivities con
nected with tne inauguration of a I’resi
dent have made a joyous occasion for the
residents of Washington.
It will be a
keen disappointment to them to miss them
this year.
of
nation-wide
But at a time
compulsory saving, just as we have
reached the peak of unemployment, and
conditions are beginning to improve, it is
well to have an example of thrift set to
the nation—an example so conspicuous
that it cannot be overlooked. The nation and the individual citizen need to
concentrate attention at this time, not
upon the things which they would like to
have or to do, and which would be natural in normal times, nut upon the things
which they can do without. A costly
inauguration celebration is one of those
things.—Boston Herald.
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conven

the peo-

ple thereof."
When did it become effective?
Q
A.
On the first Wednesday in March,

1789.

black bear put up fight

MRS. LUCY P. MITCHELL

but

I
death of Mrs.

lhe

Lucy r.
at her home in Unity

occurred

j

As residents of Maine know, tbe black
bear is usually a shy, inoffensive animal,
farmer who lives in Brownville ran

a

Mitchell

across one

Sundayf

a very

Jan. 2, after an illness covering a period
of five months, the result of a paralytic
shock.

Although it had long been expected it came as a shock to the community, as Mrs. Mitchell was one of the
older residents of the town and one wh°
always deeply interested in all its
She was a wcman of keen intelaffairs.
was

not long ago that proved to be
lively exception to the rule. The

bear attacked him in the woods about a
mile from his house so fiercely and so
persistently that it defeated his every
effort to escape until he managed to picK
up two heavy clubs.
By feinting with
one and hitting with the other, he fought
it off until he worked his way to an open

Mothers Know
tjj
Genuine

Castor^

ithcr Opinm.Morphtne nor
neral. Not Narcotic
'ecipc ofOldDtSSHiaPHaa
V
Pumpkin Seed
I
I

Senna
PockeUe Salta

I

Anisr Seed

?

Worm Sad

|

|I

ClarifiedSugar

Wh/rryrrrli/Juror_'
A helpful Remedy for |
stipalionand Diarrhoea,
and
nd Feverishness
j
X.DSS OF SLEEP

I

Itinij iherefroneinjmancy- j,

facsimile Sidnalureot

j

Thirty Years

Wheat is now coming into Portland for
foreign shipments in large quantities.
Last week there were in the elevators
about 4,000,000 bushels enough to load
about twenty steam rs. It is still coming in large shipments. It means much
prosperity to the port of Portland and

field.—Youth’s Companion.

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

vicinity.

great reader and student and kept
interest in all lubtic affairs even

lect,

a

her
after

she

liever in

was

stricken.

the Univeisalist

though not

a

She was

faith,

a

11 I

f/If I,,^1 ■111

»'un

be-

and al-

member of the Methodist

Unity, the was always a regular attendant and a faithful worker there.
Mrs. Mitchell was born in Dexter, June
27, 1845, the daughter of Obed and Louisa
(Billings) Foss. She received her early
education in the schools of Dexter and
followed the occupation of school teacher
for several years. December Id, 1872,
she was married to Mr. C. E. Mitchell,
and at that time came to Unity to make
her home. She leaves a large circle of
friends who will long miss her kindly
companionship and mourn the loss of a
faithful friend.
Mrs. Mitchell is survived by two sisters, Mrs. Mary Parkhurst of Dexter and
Mrs. Chas. Taylor of Unity, a daughter,
Mrs J. W. Sawyer of Fairfield, a stepson, Mr. C. B. Mitchell of Unity, with
whom she made her home since the death
of Mr. Mitchell several years ago, and a
stepdaughter, Miss May Mitchell of Boston.
Funeral services were held at the
home Wednesday, January 5, and were
conducted by Rev. Ashley A. Smith of

church at

I

“Tell your mother

1

Kemps Balsam

druggist.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneys- Heart -Liver
Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world’s standard remedy
foi kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

GOLD MEDAL
The National Remedy of Holland for
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhelm
minao At all druggists, three sizes.
took for the name Gold Medal on orery box
and accept no imitation

Sheriff’s Sale
STATE OF MAINE

Waldo,

January 14,1921.

s«.

Taken this 14th day of January, A, D, 1921,
execution dated December 18, A. D, 1920,
issued on a judgment rendered by tbe Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Aroostook, at
the ter
thereof begun and held on the third
Tuesday of November, A. D. 1920, to wit: on
the ninth day of December, A. D. 1920, in
favor of Frances Higgins as executrix of the
goods and estates of Fawsrd Higgins, late of
Fort Fairfield, in said County of Aroostook,
deceased, against C. Ashto': Plummer, Nellie
R. Plummer and C. F. Plummer, all of Unity,
in laid County of Waldo, for one hundred
twenty-five dollars and sixty four cents, debt
or damage, and seventeen collars and
twentythree cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at the < ffice of Dunton ard
Morse in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to
the highest bidder, on tbe twenty fifth day of
February, A. D. 1921. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate situated in Unity, in Baid County of Waldo, and
all the right, title and interest which the said
C. Ashton Plummer and Nellie R. Plummer, or
either of them, have in and to the same, to
wit:—
A part of (southerly quarter of K. I. beginning at the south corner of Jedediah Barney’s
1 nd; thence westerly by the said Barney’s
land about Dinety (90) rods to Henry Bacon a
land; thence southerly by the Bacon’s land
abcut twenty-five (25) rods to the said Bacon’s
land; thence easterly about ninety (90) rods to
Benjamin E, Stevens’ land; thence northerly
about twenty five (25) rods to land formerly
owned by Abram Cookson, to the 'place of beginning, said lot supposed to contain fifteen

on

acres,

more or

less.

Also another certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Unity, described as follows:—Beginning at the
southwest corner of Thomas B. ana W. H.
Cook’s land and on the right bank of the Sandy
Stream; thence up said stream to the land of
Peter and W. H. J, Moulton; thence by the
said Moulton’s land south sixty-three and onehalf degrees (68 1 2 deg.) east forty (40) rods;
thence south twenty-six and one half degrees

(26

1 2

deg,)

west to the road

leading

to Wa-

tervilie: thence westerly by the said road to
the northwest corner of a piece of land Edwin
F. Stevens bought of Peter Moulton and W
H. J Moulton; thence south twenty and onehalf degrees (20 1-2 deg ) wyst by said land

twenty-six

and one-half

(261 2)

rods to

Sandy

Meaty—Especially Tasty—SUPERB

will stop that cough, Bill. My
mother gives it to me when I get
a cough, and you don’t hear me
coughing all the time.”
And Johnnie is right, too.
Get a bottle now from your

Bangor.

stream; thence up said stream to land of Gustav us Fogg, now owned by L. E. Webb; thence
northward by said Webb’s land; being the easl
testimonials, free.
side of the trotting park, to the said road leadF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
ing to Waterville; thence easterly by said road
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
to land in the section of Hollis Reynolds,
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
thence by the said Reynolds’ land and the land
of James R. Tabor to the land of the above
It was recently Btated at the local of
named Cook; thence northerly and westerly by
land to the place of beginning,
fices of the East Coast Fisheries Co. tha' the said Cook’a
containing ninety-five (96) acres, more or less,
the $150,000 worth of receivers’ certiand including tbe trotting park.
Said above described real estate being the
ficates, the issuance of which was au- same
that was conveyed to Nellie B. Plummei
thorized by the United States court
by C. Ashton Plummer by his deed of warwould be used principally in the opera
ranty dated November 20, 1917, recorded in
tion of trawlers from T wharf, Boston, ii Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 881, Page 206
except tbe parcel described therein situated
connection with the fresh fish plant there
in Unity Plantation, in the County of Kenneand that there would be no attempt madi 1
bee.
at present to resume trawler operation! 1
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
at Rockland.
Sheriff of Waldo County.

nally and acts thru the Blood on the Mu.
cous Surfaces of the System.
Send fot

the oath of office, deliver a brief address,
and then enter at once upon his new
duties. Pomp and ceremony, parades

to hold the States together.
was the Constitutioh adopt-

Sovereign Remedy.

Edmund Burke, the celebrated British statesman whom every high school
boy has occasion to know througli his
famous speech on conciliation, was a
believer in the hot water theory of
therapeutics. For whenever Burke

S^v
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stitutional Convention?
A. George Washington.
Q. What made the Constitution necessary?
A. The Articles of Confederation,
which preceded the Constitution, were

from the missions on the Kuyua call
that could not wait until the rivers
were open and the days of dangerous

Firearms.
Firearms are said to have been first
used in European warfare in the Fourteenth century.
The first weapon of
this kind that passed into genera! use
was the hand gun, which was of very
rude construction.
It consisted of a
simple iron or brass tube, fixed in a
straight stock of wood. An improvement was made in the reign of Edward IV, when a cock was affixed to
the hand gun to hold the match which
was brought down to the priming by
a trigger, whence the term matchlock.
Then came the wheel lock and about
j 1635 the firelock or flintlock. It was
| the weapon of Marlborough’s and
! Wellington’s armies and became known
as “Brown
Bess."
In 1834 the percussion cap. invented by Rev. Alexander John Forsyth, was successfully
tested at Woolwich. In 1839 the flintlock muskets were altered to suit the
percussion cap. The percussion musket of 1842 continued In use in the
British army until partially superseded
by the Minie rifle in 1851, and altogether by the Enfield rifle in 1855,
and since then the breech-loading,
magazine rifle lias been perfected.

INAUGURATION DAY
That ia a characteristic appeal of
President-elect Harding to the inauguration committees at Washington to
abandon all plans for an elaborate celebration in connection with his inauguration.
What he desires is simply to take

J

_

LESSON I.
Q. What is the constitution?

kuk, far north of the Yukon,

ment

time

(Published by arrangement with The
National Security League.)

help

bu.via

f "'XJUEW

Portland, Maine

That Hudson Stuck, noted archdeaof the Yukon, who died recently,
should for 15 years have escaped the
death front freezing and hardships
which he risked a hundred times a
year, may have been due to a special
protection of Providence, but in one
case at least, he owed his life to the
strong teeth of Eskimo women, according to a Seattle dispatch.
He told this story himself the last
time he was In the States.
It happened just when the first thaws were
setting in one spring. An Indian runner brought him an urgent call for

H.jjENKINS

MICKIE SAYS

Contributed by The United Americans of
the State of Maine, Casco Bank Building,

con

travel past.
So
the archdeacon started from
is the best of any that has thus far
Fairbanks on foot, with one Tndian
come to the notice of the Division's
and a dog train.
They followed the
officers, not in total amount but in
Tanana lo the Yukon, reaching the
the systematic manner of the purgreat river at sundown, and striking
chases.
out across the ice on a sharp diagonal
which lengthened the crossing to five
miles. It had been biting cold under
the lee of the shore, and on the unsheltered river Dr. Stuck's thermometer registered 50 degrees below zero.
Four miles of ice were behind them
when trouble began.
First there was
a vast groaning of the river and thin
cracks zigzagged away from them in
all directions.
Experience told them that the strong
currents below the northern bank
were at work again after their winter’s rest.
As they turned back toward
behind
the stronger footing
them, the ice broke sharply at their
feet, and before they could throw
themselves flat they were wet to the
thighs in the chilly water.
Fortunately one section of the Ice
crust within reach held firm and they
were on their feet again in an Instant,
knowing that their only hope against
death by freezing in that terrific cold
GEORGE
was a four-mile race to shore and a
brushwood fire.
When the stamps jhrst were issued
“We could never have won that
in December, 1917,’ (dated Jan. 1,
race,” concluded the archdeacon, “if
Mr.
Jenkins purchased one, then
1918)
dry feet and the circulation pumped
he bought one or two more of the $5
to them by the tremendous effort of
stamps and in Marjth, 1918, decided
our running hadn't helped us.
Otherthat he would
Thrift Stamp
wise we should have frozen to death
every day
Being elf old New Eng- |
on the first mile. Our lives were saved
land stoek that was (rained in thrifty
by our leather mucklocks, the high
ways of living, and with the co-openative boots whose seams have been
ration of Mrs. Jenkins, who also has
chewed to a watertight pulp between
been brought up to live economically,
the teeth of the Eskimo women.”
Mr. Jenkins
that this

thought
experimight prove interesting and
From thai time on be has
beneficial.
purchased one Thrift Stamp every
day except on Sundays and during his
vacations.
Saturdays he buys two
Thrift Stamps, covering Sundays in
advance, and the same rule he has
applied to the days of his vacations,
making the purchases for the entire

A Catechism of the Coiutitutiot
of the United States

]_

estates hereinafter named:

see

Auriila Bjker, late of Belfast.
First
presented for allowance by Robert f, Dunton, trustee.
Estate of Arthur Boyd, late of Frankfort.
First and final account presented for allowace by John Boyd, executor.
Estate of Albert C. Baker, late of Winterport. First account presented for allowance
by Lillian M Perry, executrix.
Ellen V. Rowell of Montville, ward of Fra k
A. Cushman, guardian.
Fourth and final account presented for allowance by C, B Cush
man, administrator of the estate of Frank A.
*
Cushman, deceased.
ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original. Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.
of
account

cause.

petition,
Rufus E. Stone, late of Unity, deceased.
Will and codicil annexed and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary
issue to Alice S. Stone and Mabel E. Dudley,
(bey being the executrices named therein and
present said petition. Application that no
bond be required from said executrices is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.

Carl K. Mathews of Lincoln▼ille, in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
twentieth day of March. A. D. 1917, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
3l6, Page .301, conveyed to S. E. Churchill,
John Wiley, Everett Greer and Htnry Heard,
a certain parcel of real estate situate in Licviile, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit:—A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon.situated in said Lincoln ville,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—
Bounded on the north by land of E, G, Scru
ton; on the east by land of Everett Greer and
Josiah Miller estate; on the south by town
road leading to Town House and land of W. S.
McKinney; on the west by land of George
Lermond
Meaning to convey the same property as
deeded tc Jackson Mathews by Gideon R. Sanford by his deed dated Nov, 6, 1893, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 238,
Page 437, to which deed reference is hereby
made forja complete description, and whereas,
the said S. E, Churchill, John Wiley, Evirett

WHEREAS,

Greer (by the name of Everett A. Greer) and
Henry Heard (by the name of Henry E Heard)
by their assignment of mortgage, duly executed, dated the twelfth day of April, A. D.
1918, and recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds, in Book 297, Page 144, assigned said
mortgage to me, and whereas, the condition of
said mortgoge has been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.

Lucy P. Mitchell, late of Unity, ceceased
Will and petition for probate thereof and that

letters testamentaiy issue to Curtis B. Mitchell and Alice Verne Sawyer, they being the
executors named therein and present said petition. Application (hat no bond be requirec
from said executors is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Arnold H. Davis, late of Freedtm, deceased
Petition itbat Gladys Fosbay or some othei
suitable person be appointed administratrix ol
said estate.
Petition presented by Gladyi
Fosbay, an heir-at-law ol said estate.

Dated November 4, 1920.
ELIZABETH MATHEWS.
2w3
D. & M.

Palermo, deceased
Fred A. Fuller or some othei
suitable penon be appointed administrator ol
said estate. Application that no bond be re- i
quired from said administrator is contained ir
the p tition. Petition presented by Cbarlei
E. Carr, an heir-at-law of said estate.
Charles H. Mitchell, late of Monroe, deceased. Petition of Alvena Mitchell, admin
iatratrix of said estate that it may be determined who are entitled to said estate anc
their respective shares therein and that ai
order and decree may be made to distribute
aaid estate among those entitled to receive
the same.
William West, late of Searaport, deceaaec
Petition of Roscoe M. Porter, executor of sail I
estate, that it may be determined who are en
titled to said estate and a decree made tha
the same be distributed accordingly.
Estate of Charles H. Mitchell, late of Mon
roe.
First and final account presented for al
lowance by Alvena Mitchell, administratrix.
Eatate of Dexter W. Turner, late of Free
dom. Firat and final account presented fc
allowance by Cbarlea P. Hutchins, administri
tor,

Carr, late

Dr. A. M.
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hours—Belfast, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 9 to 10, 2 to 5, 6.30 to
7.30. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, 6.30 to 7.30, except by special appointment.
Office
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FOR SALE
Low mice second Hand

parloi

and kitchen stoves.

quality Baldwin apples

to

rt

SINCE 1882

at

$1.00

/>W«*

Charles R. Coomlj

per bushel, delivered in the city; also
Danish cabbages at $2.00 per hunA. B. SIAN HAL.
dred pouns.

UndertaKer

tfl

Belfast City
Laundry

GET INTO BUSINESS
WATKINS 137 products sell to every farmer.
[f you own auto or team can give bond, write
today for information where you can get territory for seliing products of largest institution of kind in the world. Twenty million
isers.
J. R WATKlNS CO.,
Dept. Ill, Winona, Minn.
4w]pr“r*

HAND PAINTED
PLACE CARDS
DIRECT FROM CHINA
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades sb much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

rooms

and bath.

For particulars apply to
MRS. SARAH E. STEWART.
129 Main Street.

I

We wish to an
the Belfast City
open and doing l>
solicit the patrol

public.
C. W. LANCA^

FOR

SALE]

WOOD ASHES MIX 1
For price and other part
J. 1
Dantarjilm2*
EXECUTRIX’S NOTH 1
hereby gives notice lb.

executrix of tin
ment of
FRED C. ATWOOD. 1s
in the county ot Waldo, d>
having demands against it1
ceased are desired to 1 resettlement, and all ind< !■

appointed

■

quested to make payment it
MAM

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature
J. AVSUN McKEEN.

ready

At 72 Main ttr<

a. m.

j-

contract*

C. B. SWETT.

FOR Sale

A tenement of five

local

lilt PtJtPSlU

below stairs.

at the

Tel.j269

Studio!

Mail orders solicile

JOURNAL OEElCE,

First

I

wood,

TO LET

Chiropractor

days and Saturdays, 8 to 11

Enquire

s

375 Main Sir,

our

TO RENT
rooms

RM

We wish to

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

Tenement of five

QUALITY

Special Notts

DENTIST

ivotice ot foreclosure

Jane W. Ferguson, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Alfred M. f ergu
son. he being the executor named therein and
presents Baid petition.
Vienna Stephenson, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probato thereof anc
that letters testamentary issue to Dayton F
Stephenson, he being the executor named
therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond be required frcm said executor is contained in the petition for probate
thereof,

Rinaldo A.
Petition that

Maine.

are

Sarah L. Seider, sometimes called Sarah L.
Seiders, late of Searamont, deceased. Will and
petition for probate thereof and that letters
testamentary issue to Electa M. Robbins, she
being the executrix named therein and presents said petition. Application that no bond
be required from said executrix and also that
a decree be made that the omission of any devise to a son of said testatrix was intentional
and not occasioned by mistake are contained
in said petition for probate of said will.

especially

your neighborhood dealer.
TOMLINSON CO., Distributors

Portland,

Fstate

Charles B. Sampson, late of Freedom, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and that letters testamentary issue to
Clement W. Wescott of Belfast, he being the
executor named therein and presents said

are

V.__

Estate of Jonah W. Vaughan, late of Belfast. First and final account presented for
allowance by Emma G Vaughan, executrix.
Estate of John Murch, late of WinLrport.
First ai>d final account presented for allowance by I). H. Glidden,
administrator, with the
will annexed.
Estate of Elma R. Dodge, late of Jacksor,
First account presented for allowance
by Cora
Etta Dolliff, executrix
Estate of Elijah S. Shuman, late of Belfast
First and final recount
presented for allowance by H. Fair
Huimt-i, trustee.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in am
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January in the year of our Lord on*
thousand nine hundred twenty one, The following mailers having been presented for the
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it 16
hereby ordered, th t notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before t he second
Tuesday of February, A. D, 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1921, at ten
9’clock in the forenoon, and be beard thereon

they

Buy of
MILLIKEN

ance

To all persons interested in either ot th<

SUPERBA Beans

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE

Estate of William West, late of Searsport.
First and final account presented for allowby R >scoe M. Porter, executor.

PROBAIt NOTICES

if

LE HOY, N.

Direct from Nature

selected and screened. Our Standard of
Quality is §r»
high you are absolutely sure to like this delicious
food product.

of

Wiuterport, Me,

Dec. 14

Major H. A. Shorev
upon his 51st year as edit
News. He is hale and
his 80 years rest lightly
,j
at his office each day, wp""- ^dg
1
*
and looking after the linam
business. He is ably
daughter, Miss Eva L. Slb>‘e>

ton

Rescue

or

Spoliation?

At once reassuring and
disquieting at
ance gratifying and
ominous, are the re
ports concerning the national forests of
Alaska and their potential
supplies of
kimber and of wood pulp for
paper stock.
We hear of virgin woodlands
stretching
for 20,000 miles along the
bay.
inlets and coast of Alaska. The
Chief
Forester of the United States,
Colonel W
B. Greeley, says that Alaska has
more
than a hundred million cords of
pulp
wood, and sufficient timber resources to
I.. Brn AI.O, N.T.
produce a million and a half tons of paper
the
a year; and adds that Beveral
11 l onalyzoa pa
i’
large pulp
April 80th. mills are now being erected.
is
That
reassuring and gratifying. The
case to a physician
i:
yearly production of paper mentioned is
advising the use of nearly one-third of the entire
,
quantity
| f'1
now used in the United
States, and nearly
to
our
entire
equal
without
imports
from
‘Fruit-a11'
Canada.
j*
Such a supply should save us from the
ij.i.ie ; no more strong
grievous scanty which we are now sufno more bowel
fering in print paper. There should also
be a marked relief to the lumber market,
wJC1
jOg
at least in spruce, one of the most imhrmt-a-tives’ to all. I
portant of building woods. This revelam than 62, which I
tion of the woodland wealth of Alaska is
also another fine vindication of two great
acts of American statesmanship, the puril. OSTRANDER.
chase of Alaska, and the insistence upon
>r $2.50, trial size 25c.
our title to the unbroken coastline of the
u FRUIT-A-TIVES
panhandle of that territory.
But it is also disquieting and ominous.
sBURG, N. Y.
We cannot help recalling similar reports
of long ago, of the inexhaustible resources
of the forests and mines and farms of the
United States.
We were told of forests
capable of supplying all the needs of all
the world for centuries to come, which
are now practically exhausted.
Our coal
mines were said to be sufficient to supply
the whole world for thousands of years;
but men are now calculating the date at
which they will be worked out. Our
SA1.K IN BELFAST BY
farms, we were told, could feed all mantfi:F0R
kind; but in late years we have had to
import wheat for our own consumption.
The disquieting feature of the Alaska
case is the danger that the magnitude of
mgement has all the the resources will tempt us to carelessthe time.
ness and wastefulness in the utilization
paiterns all
of them. That is what has happened
O SEND.
hitherto. The extent of our farms has
j
made us content with half or one-third

island.!

piS Sati: ,£:»!

A,

..

f

I

20c. and 25c.

P. CARLE
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acre yield mar rmropean iarmers get.
Tile wealth of our coal mines has led us
me
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enue
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the dress
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Long

I,

predominating
wool in

a

far-mating feature in the

shop convincingly
iainty cosyness.
I err. broideries wrought
or ton background;)
;v note, being done
s in heavy yarns,
bright or tapestry
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pig,•
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■

the revived rib-

r

shown, and a very
girdle or sleeve and
lively.
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tells

*

material

of brushed

apes

white■lows of

and

e.already gained with
for heavy designs
with
n high contrast

n

::

cottons

heavier

H,

n

to wasteful methods of mining, and to
profligate use of coal and neglect of our
unrivalled water-power resources.
As
for our once unsurpassed forests, they
have been treated worst of all.
Expert
authorities declare that of trees actually
cut tor market, sixty-five per cent are

wasted, while far

more are

'

j^ericaii

Large Class Prefers to Hoard

for This Department Supplied
the American Legion News Service.)

ao

“Qroady

——

and
vultures”
"Greedy human
"crawling ghouls” were terms applied
to war profiteers by Rev. Dr. Herbert
Shipman, chaplain of Columbia unlvoralty post, No. 400, of the American
Legion, In his Armistice day sermon
at the Church of the Heavenly Rest
on Fifth avenue In New York.
Doctor Shipman, who Is rector of
the Fifth avenue church and an overseas veteran, said that he was bitter
against “those who out of the sacrifice and blood of others have coined

dirty money

while posing as patriots."
The pastor read from a poem he
had written, the title of which le “The

Profiteer.”
It follows:
You have decked your frowzy wlvez with
borrowed splendors,
You have hung your daughters’ necks
with stolen pearls;
Have you thought about the other wives,

lenders,

harlots made to decorats your
girls?

You have fashioned from the needs of
sick and dying,
From the souls of children pleading for
the right,
Ready cash today to do your Christmas
buying,
Ready cash to pay your prostitute tonight.

Will

rise

to damn

your

glance.

profits

with

a

All the deathless deeds worth doing and
worth telling,
All the things that noble men hold high
and true.
All but seemed to you for

buying and for

selling,
All to

serve

a

greasy human vulture—

you!
God!

That better men should toil and
sweat and labor,
Bear the cross and climb up Calvaries
of pain;
While the crawling ghouls that spare not
friend or neighbor
Damn the world to make a crucible for

gain.
If In

blackest hell, O Lord, there be
blacker;

a

If beneath the deepest pit a deeper pit;
Not for harlot, thief or coward slacker
But for these that blackest, deepest hell
Is fit.

Profiteers of every sort and kind and
fashion,
Where you tread full many other feet
have trod;
You are ranged against the power of
Christ’s own passion;
Here!
Behind you walk the searching
feet of God.

FUNERAL OF OVERSEAS HERO
Massachusetts Post
Conducts
Last
Rites for Member of the TwentySixth Division.

Transfers in Real Estate
The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

were

of Deeds for the week ending January 13,
1921:

and latticed trim-ids of the organdie

Walter T. Smith, Troy, to Jennie L.
Smith, do.; land and buildings in Troy.

institute
ts

Ner«es„

an

built

attrac-

over

the

Almena D. Eaton, Winterport, to JoanUyr, do ; land and buildings in Winter-

na

port.
Elva A.

!]is.
!,

Jackson, Auburn, to Harold G.
Summer Furs
Tibbetts, Belfast; land in Northport.
in hlmiest stuffs and
Berta Edgar Rich, Lewiston, to Realty
of small neckpieces Exchange Co.,
Auburn; standing timDer
rolonged and fashion- in Montville.
Arthur W. Shaw, Winterport, to Mary
which is saying
E. Snow, do.; land in Winterport.
Howard C. Morse, Waterville, to Hordemand from the ace A.
Bennett, Newton, Mass.; land in
the dyed pelts, es- Burnham.
1
ues, that are fadFrank and Robert Jameson, Searsmont,
all gray and bisque to George I. Leach, Presque Isle; land in
underfill display of Searsmont.
George I. Leach, Presque Isle, to Roy
lie other
day, and C. Fish,
Belfast; land and buildings in
models

i

(j

coat of
trimmed with soft
a

i.

r
"

oosely attached
side of the beau-

w°uld
lr

fe

grace

a

Duch-

coats of natural

skins are youthwearing qualities,
is same fur
plucked

'ark
’ll

18

Hudson

iaudard
ie

*,

''•i

Seal remains

as ever.

Jan-

Searsmont.

Roy C Fish, Belfast, to Mary E. Robinson, Neville, Canada; land and buildings

in Searsmont.
Jefferson A. Davis, Liberty, to Cyrus
F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H.; land in

Liberty.

Edward M. Coleman, Lincolnville, to
Cyrus F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H.; land
in Lincolnville.
Cyrus F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. II., to
Peter J.

port.

Gallagher, Belfast; land

in North-

L. M. Staples, Washington, to Cyrus F.
stomary opportunities
Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H.; land in Lib®me garments
and
acces-| erty.
u’
se"uine fine pelts
iia" for
H. Augustus Merrill, who
has bee
next to nothing.
editor and business manager of the MesCraxe
senger since its inception in the spring of
!8e in
the liking for 1918,
on
Wednesday concluded his
rage for gray
services with that paper, and will take
squirrelf up the work as special
writer upon the
ourse for
matching new paper in
the Portland
‘'"ar
ffray spats are the Morning Herald, Portland,
which absorbs the Daily
'unable concession to Eastern Argus, Maine’s oldest paper, and
the one upon which Mr. Merrill began his
8ees must
frequently
newspaper work back in 1898.
of black or
tan.
Robert Creighton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rosalind May.
Charles A. Creighton, and a young man
finely equipped for the work, succeeds
Mr. Merrill as editor and business manEnsign Otis, whose
ager, while Mrs
y
clever delineation in the past of Rockland’s social events, is very well known,
will be city editor of the Messenger.

‘,H/-ay

Cry

I^etcher’s

roR, A

He went to the spot where the
sewer empties into the river and without food or drink watched for three
days and nights, in the hope that the
pocketbook would come through to the
river.
At last he gave up In despair
and it was more than a year later that
the workman on the dredge fished the
-thing up out of the river bottom.
A foreign-born workman was hurt In
a western Pennsylvania mine.
When
he was brought to the surface for
treatment they found that he had fastened under his left arm an oiled skin
silk hag containing $450.
One day during the war I spoke to
a crowd of 5,000 workmen In an east-

1

We know that you would delight in this
big clean mill, and you’d pronounce it a

fitting home for

The Fall River (Mass.) post, No. 126,
of the American Legion recently conducted a funeral for Private Ward of
the Twenty-Sixth division, who died
overseas.
The photograph shows the
flag-draped casket being carried by
the guard of honor from the portals of
the Fall River armory.

$350,000 FOR NEW HOSPITAL
American Legion of Texas Actively
Behind Plan for Care of Men
Who Have Tuberculosis.
The American Legion of Texas is
actively behind the campaign to
raise $350,000 for a hospital for tuberAt a recent
culous ex-service men.
meeting of the Benevolent War Risk
society of Texas the directorate was
increased from 15 to 45, the 30 new
directors being the membership of the
state Legion executive committee and
five members of the central hospital
committee at Austin.
This marks the turning over of active control of the campaign to the
Legion. Some $200,000 still remains
to be raised, but the first unit of 100
beds of the proposed hospital is almost ready for occupancy.
now

MAltNE FRUIT GROWERS
The annual convention of the Fruit
Growers of Maine will be held February

a tine

Tell.

flour like William

Dust proof machines scour and grind the
wheat, and the flour is then sifted through
finest sik, put into clean, new sacks and
sealed.

No human hand touches William Tell Flour
until you open the sack in your kitchen.
Make

flour.

of

getting this fine, clean, pure
Tell your grocer, WILLIAM TELL.

sure

SWAN-WHITTEN

COMPANY.

Kill That Cold With

CASCARA

shipyard. After the meeting an
Italian laborer came to me and asked
if he could speak to me in private.
We retired behind a pile of lumber and
he produced $500 worth of
liberty
bonds which he had been carrying in
belt

next

Villas Found in Switzerland.
Archaeologists have discovered in
the wood of Enge, near Berne, Switzerland, two Roman villas which appear
to have been constructed in the first
century, B. C., says a Geneva message.
Further excavations are to be made in
attempt to establish the whereabouts of the 12 towns and 400 villages mentioned by Julius Caesar
which it is believed existed in the
neighborhood. Traces of the former existence of an important Roman colony at this spot have already been discovered.

^OMVV

Neglected
Take

to

Roman

AND

Colds, Coughs
no

chances.

Colds

ai~e

La

|

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Grippe
Belfast,

Dangerous

Keep this'standard remedy handy for

the

first

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

sneeze.

°.elirve3
Breaks up a cold in ?4 hours
Grippe in 3 days—Excellent for Headache
—

were

These books and papers now form one
of the most valuable possessions of
the library of congress. The money
tided Jefferson over for a while, but
he was bankrupt when he died, 17
years after his departure from the
White House. To the day of his death
he took an active Interest in public
affairs. He established the University of Virginia, serving as its first
provost, and personally superintended
the erection of Its buildings.

QUININE

FOR

his body and which
becoming soiled and discolored.
He wanted to know where he could
put his bonds for safekeeping, as he
was afraid they would be stolen if he
carried them around him at his work,
I took bint to the
president of the
company and suggested that his duty
was only half done when he had
educated the workers to invest in
government securities. He ought then to
go on and show the men how to take
care of their securities
by depositing
them in some good bank.
a

W.L. COOK
Undertaker

ern

keeping open house, entertaining lavishly and sometimes having as many
as fifty guests.
At length his affairs got into such
bad shape that he was compelled to
ask congress to buy his library and
historical papers, which were thereupon
sold to the nation for $28,000.

CASTO R I A

white or bisque
ilk is presented in

is'/‘our kitchen.” We are proud of it and
we keep it spotlessly clean.
That is one
the factors that helps to make William
Tell the good flour that it is.

i sewer.

Jefferson in Misfortune.
When Thomas Jefferson retired from
the presidency and returned to Monticello lie was much in debt, though at
the time the fact was not know to
most of his friends.
He emulated the
example of Washington by trying., to
be a farmer, but was so far unsuccessful that each year he ran more behind
financially. In the meantime he was

FOR FLETGHER’S

and Lattices

William Tell
Flour

ne nan made tile
11miniinary,
pocketbook himself at home out of a piece of
leather which he had bought for the
purpose. He produced the remnant of
You have coined your filthy gold from
the original piece of leather as
blood and sorrow;
part
There are soldier graves across the
of his proof of ownership.
One day
field of France,
he had accidentally dropped his pockWhence the dead through you upon to- i
etbook down a manhole Into a street
morrow

Chil dren Ory

■

of

A contractor on the Ohio river was
It was dana cofferdam.
gerous and dirty work. One day the
dam broke.
A number of workmen
were caught and sucked under by the
Inrush of water. They all came to the
surface and were rescued but one.
This poor chap disappeared and they
were unable to find his body, although
diligent search was made.
After the cofferdam was repaired
and the water pumped out the body
of the missing man was found buried
in the muddy bottom.
The reason he did not rise to the
surface with the rest was that he had
fastened about his waist a belt containing $1,250 in gold.
His money belt was his bank and In
trying to save his money he lost his
life, Charles Aubrey Eaton writes In
Leslie’s.
Around the Pittsburgh district
they
get their building sand by dredging the
river bottoms. Not long ago a workman
on
one of the dredging scows
found In the sand brought up by the
dredge, a leather pocketbook containing $1,700. He reported his find to the
boss and the company advertised for
the owner of the money.
A Hungarian laborer from one of the
big manufacturing plants answered the
advertisement and claimed the money.
The story told by this man was ex-

Human Vulturea.”

the
Or the

Guilty

putting in

of Columbia Unlvorsity Post

Brandi Graspers

Are

the Folly of Carrying Large
Sums on Their Persons.

by

ROAST FOR THE PROFITEERS
Chaplain

Your kitchen is your pride. You
want it bright and clean and
shining. Our big mill where we
make

Its Savings.
Foreigners Especially

(Copy

destroyed by

fire than are cut.
Every year there are
wasted outright six million tons of sawdust, slabs, edgings, and the like, each
ton of which would produce fifteen gallons of iion-potable alcohol, for fuel—
practically 90,000,000 gallons of fuel going to waste, while the cost of oil is rising
and the exhaustion of the wells is within
measurable distance
The question therefore inevitably arises
whether these reports of Alaska’s timber
wealth mean the rescue of some of our
most important industries by that Territory, or merely the wasteful exploitation
and spoliation of those splendid resources.
There is hope in the situation, in the fact
that a scientific Forester is in control of
the national forests of Alaska, and also
that a determined movement is at last in
progress for a rational and practical forest policy for this nation, in the States as
well as in the Alaskan Territory. There
is scarcely any practical science that has
beeu so neglected in America as that of
forestry. Woodsmen have seemed to
think that the only thing to do with forests was o cut them down.
There has
been scarcely a thought of cultivating
as
orchards and field crops are culthem,
tivated; of cutting by careful selection,
and of incessant replanting, so that the
forests will be continually renewed. The
idea has seemed to be that forests are to
be utilized only by destroying them—cutting off all the marketable timber, aud
burning the rest, so as to clear the land
for cultivation.
We need to adopt an enlightened policy,
under which forests will be perpetually
preserved, yielding each year a profitable
crop of timber, all of which will be utilized. In that way our needs of wood
will be supplied from our own lands, and
our forests will be a continuing source of
revenue.
Nearly twenty-five per cent of
the land area of the United States is fit
only for forest growth. Properly planted
and cultivated, it is capable of supplying
indefinitely all our needs of lumber and
It is as worthy of attention, for
paper
cultivation, as are our wheat fields or our
cotton plantations. It would be shame
to us if the revelation of the forest resources of “Our Arctic Province” should
in any degree delay us in the adoption
and effective application of such a system
of forest cultivation.—Harvey’s Weekly.

MANY FEAR BANKS

'Ch®*

Quinine in this form does
Laxative—No

Opiate

not

Smalley’s

affect the head—Cascara is best Toniq

in Hill’s*

ROCKLAND,CAMDEN

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

and BELFAST

AUTO SERVICE
Leave H >tel R ickland daily,
calling at
Thorndike Hotel at 7 a. ,a. at 12.30
p m
Leave Windsor
Belfast
dailv at
Hotel,.
10.30 a m. and 4 .30 p, ni.
These cn-s connect with
McLaughlin’s
Bus to Bangor.
This seh dule will ho run as near on
time as possible until further
notice.,

ARTHUR S. SMALLEY
Telephone

ASSURE BIG HATCHES
Strong, Healthy Chicks
Incubators -all sizes built to
last for years. Doubly insulated. Loss of

Every improvement that

heat impossible.

N otice

/
*

*

improves
BUY FOR RESULTS BUY A QUEEN i
Catalog and Booklets on request. Write today. J
R.ENPAlL&VVHITNEYbO. PoRTLANoflE.^^

TICKETS and TOURS
EVERYWHERE

EFFICIENT TRAVEL SERVICE
We maintain a thoroughly equipped ticket and tourist bureau, where
be secured railroad and steamship tickets, Pullman sleeper and parlor car reservations. Suggested schadule an I travel information of all
kinds FREE. Tickets are furnished from Belfast to any point, anywhere,
Im53
at the same charges as if purchased in Boston or New York.
We offer the most efficient travel service at the mo3t favorable rate.

may

ORRIN J.

ROC KLAND

I

Chicks That Live and Grow j
QUEEN

436-2

DICKEY, Mgr.,

DICKEY’S EXCURSION TOURS, BELFAST, MAINE.

TO NOTIFY the public
that I have said my marble
business on High Street to
C. A. Bruce, but have not sold
my GRANITE SHOP on BRIDGE
STREET, or gone out cf business
as has been reported.
I am now
devoting my whole attention to
the quarrying and manufcturing
of granite. You will always find
something doing here and a variety of finished work to select from.

1WISH

A. S.

HEAL,

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine

an

Australian
Tlie

Opals.

industry of Australia Is

opal

important

one, and the value of the
stones found since 1890, in
New
South Wales, the principal producing
state. Is £1,426,000. The gems were
first discovered there in 1877, but two
years earlier the first
recorded discovery of opals in Australia was made
in Queensland. Australia has the reputation of being the only country in
the world in which the black variety
of opals have come to light.

an

Secretary
has incurred

Baker tells Congress that he
a deficit in hiB department

during the current

year

of

176,000,000.

That means that he has spent that sum
in excess of the amount alloted to the
War Department in appropriations for
the fiscal year 1921. The chief item in
that deficit is for pay of the army. The
current appropriation bill limited the size
of the army to 175,000 men, but Mr.
Baker has recruited it up to about 220,000 men and is still advertising for more.
One Congressman, when asked if he was
going to impeach Baker for his contempt
of the law, replied, “What’s the use? He
goes out in two months anyway, and an
impeachment would only advertise Baker
and seriously impede the passage of ne-

14-Id, in Auburn hall, Auburn.
At this time there will be speakers on
var ous subjects of orchard work, frcm
the planting of the trees to marketing of
the fruit.
The bee-keepers are cordially invited
to attend. There will be a special mee'ing of the bee-keepers on Tuesday, the
15th, at 10 a. m., to organize a State association.
A full program is being prepared by
State Horticulturist Frank H. Dudley,
cessary legislation.
who.has charge of the convention.

Why Not Own Your Own Home?

G. G. ABBOTT, representing the CHAPIN FARM AGENCY, has a
large list of desirable farm and city property, and among the city places
in which quick sales are desired the following three are specially desirable, both as to price and location:^
Bungalow cottage, nearly new, with about one-half acre of good tillage land. First class cellar and hen pen. Small fruit and pear trees.

Small cottage house with garden, wood house and hen pen for about 40
hens. Owner going away and will offer special inducements for quick sale.
One and one-half story house and large garden lot 103x148. Sunny
Owner about to leave the
exposure and ideal home for small family.
State and will make an unusually low price for quick sale.
The above places will be shown by Mr. Abbott, Room fi and 7, Odd
tfl
Fellows’ Block, Belfast.

Expert Kiano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. WIcXiEN,
BELFAST,

MAINE.

Phone 126-4.

41 tf

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic

lemple, ftooai 6,
High Street.

Residence at 45

Telephone 338-2

Big Bargains In

CHICHESTER S PILLS
Ladies! Ask your Druggist for
CIil-chM-ter Diamond firud/fl^
la Red and Void
M boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
to1 Take no other. Buy of roar ▼ 1
f BrvMrlnt. AskforCin-Cireg-TER(i
DIAMOND BRAND PIU\M|
| years known as Best, £ -fest, Always RelialSr
k

I

Come in

early as the amount
Sincerely,

V)l60rgie

C

L.

is limited.

LI a II

nailj

Church Street,
Next Door to Bank.

metalUcV^^P

Ik Pills

UNDERWEAR
Misses’ and Children’s Underwear, sizes from 2 to
16 years, at a TREMENDOUS DISCOUNT.

40

f

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EtKMHIBC

SURETY

BONDS
friends to take the risk!
Let the National ‘Surety Co. bond you.
CHARLES S. TAYLOR, Local Agent,|

Why ask

your

Hayford Block, Bellas?, Maine,

AFTER STOCK-TAKING SALE
OF-

HOME FURNISHINGS
$20,000 Stock Reduction Sale

to Start at Once

*-

—

--

25 *° 50° off

9(1% npr sasrsr
III 1

All

the store

Don’t Put

We

Patterns

Many Sales but when We do You

on

Know by Our Past Sales that it Means
time is here for

Or Broken Lots and Discontinued

\

of

Big Money Saving Event

a

for You

the
pre-war adjustment
WE believe
SOUND pre-war
at the beginning of the year and start off

stock and that it is better business policy to take OUR LOSS i
on a
business basis. Whereas practically none of our pre*
stock was bought at the high peak of prices which means that the present prices that our goods are marked are at today
market value.
Nevertheless, as we have stated above, everything on our three great floors is included in this big sale.
Now let us give you another tip.
Practically all manufacturers whom we buy of are guaranteeing prices agaira decline for six months; there foie, do not wait for still lower prices, as you will be the loser.
a

our

Buy Now Your Furniture, Carpets, Draperies and Stoves for Spring Need
Three-Piece Tapestry Suite

Rugs and Carpets
at

a

reduction that sounds ridiculous.

$19.00 Gold Seal Rugs, 9x12 ft.
size
9.75

$12.80
-5.95

9 ft.

size,

Special

$250.

4-6x

Congoleum Rugs,

9x12

Rugs,

9x12

Axminster

Special

$47.75

Reed Rockers
Special 5

Rugs, 9x12

98|

Tapestry Rockers, value!
Special
$44 25

Tapestry Wing Chairs,
value $42.50. Special
31 gQ

line is most complete and go
at 20% ofF.

69c |

Rattan

Chair

or

Rocker,

00

Special

a

yards wide, (square yard) 1 £6 i

top,

a

Carpet,

3

Art Glass Shade and Metal
patterns to select from,

$5.25

$22.80

their son, Ai naley, also [one sister, Mr.
Howard Marden of Pembroke's

Ethel
The remains of Wesley M. Howard, accompanied by his mother, Mrs. Mary
Howard, arrived heTe last Saturday from
Phoenix, Arizona, where he died Jan.
5th. He was born in Montville, the son
of the late Ira and Mrs. Mary Howard.
His wife a western young woman, and

Mass., survive him.

His age was 41
years and he had been west about 20
years. The funeral was held at 11 a. m.

|

Monday at the residence of his uncle,
Fred L. Howard, Belmont avenue, with
Rev. George C. Sauer of the Baptist
church officiating.

50 Piece Dinner Sets
Value 18.00.

shade,

round glass ends and
value $58. Special

2

Lamps

$13

Special

$46.40

Dining

Special

100 Piece Dinner Sets, gold and flor:
decorations; value 30.00.

door, full size;

$21 75

Suites

Chamber

light mahogany base. Value $22.50. Plain oak polished frame, round glass
Special $18.00 ends, square door; value $50.
Special $39.75

;

American walnut, high polish dre—
with large mirror; value 69.00.

Special

$51.75

1

Dressing Table, triple mirror; vau.
; 55.00. Special
$38 50

i

FULL SIZE
j Value 50.00.

Special

BED

$35.50

Large Roomy Chiffoniere
Special
*35.50

i Value 55.00.

All above

pieces American walnut.

COMPANY

MAINE

——^—————^

--I

HOWARD.

Regular size White Enamel Chiu
Crib, national spring; value $12.
Special $9,60

Quartered Oak polished frame, heavy

to $20.00

BELFAST,
M.

Full Size Mattress 19.7:

China Closets

25

Base,

Special Silk Floss

nice table for

Special

HOME FURNISHING
WESLb Y

$9

$28.50.

Genuine Mahogany Library Table,
Floor
massively constructed, colonial base,
Chairs’
j
invisible drawers, oval Rich silk shades, mahogany bases,
1.80 i twin pedestal,
Value
$38.
Special
top.
30.QO
Quartered Oak, strongly constructed,
$20.00 upwards.
1.00 value Brusselette Stair Carpet,
full box slip seats, genuine leather;
27 in. wide,
68c: Library Table,fumed oak finish, book Solid Oak Dresser, good size mirror. value 11.75. Special^
$8.75
Value $25. Special
shelf ends. Value $22.50. , n
$19.75
Special 16.90
Large Over-stuff Rockers, leatherette Oak frame, full box pad imi’t leather
25 Tapestry Rugs
rich
cover, strongly made. Built for com- seat; value $8.50. Special
oak
finish
Table,
golden
Library
$6.40
27 by 54 in, variety patterns,
and durability. Value 19.75.
fort
book shelf, full length. Value $40,
worth $3, on sale at
Others from $1.7o upwards
Special $14.85
Special 30.00
$1.59

2.25 value Velvet Stair
patterns, 27 in. wide.

<£2 j njQ

Full size heavy White Enamel Be
in all sizes at

....

#

quote

Special

$3

$36.00

small room; value

an ;

Others from $13 50 and up

$28.00
Plain Oak, 42 in.

ver

Knob post style, very massive, sat
finish; value $45. Special
j

Plain Oak, 45 in. top, extends to six
feet, very massive; value $35. Special

Reading Lamps

lined
cretonne Tudor silk cretonne

cushion seat and back walnut or white
1.50 value Genuine Cork Linoleum, : enamel finish. Special at
9.95

2

MB.

our

Others from $31.50 up.

Over-stuff

Linoleum, 2

<£44

value $40.

red, $12 value at Quartered Oak polished top, 45 in.,
extends to 6 feet, colonial feet; value
7.75

Sewing Machines
QValue $75. Special $56.25

85.00 value extra heavy Axminster
Rugs, 9 by 12 size,
63.75 Over-stuff

yards wide, (square yard)!

in green, brown and

i

$59.00.

mir-

Dining Tables

Standard

$8.50 and 9.50 value.

9.90

large

are

Quartered Oak Full Cabinet

49.50

1.10 value Felt Base

Plank top, polished finish,
ror.
Value $65. Special

CURTAINS

Portieries

size,

size,

of the continuous post
style;
massive. You want to be sure
see this bed at the
price we

Buffets

upj

consisting of arm chair and rocker,;
side chair and rocker, library table,
plant stand and book ends/ Value

18.75

15.00 value Fibre Rugs,
fine chamber rugs,

65.00 value
size,

187.50

Living Room Suite
$62.00.

Full Size Brass Bed

Quartered Oak

be

arranged
wish during sale.
can

scrim, muslin, marqui- ; Plain Oak
Buffets, with 'good sized
sette, brusselette nets and voile.
mirror, a real bargain at
Read to hang, from
| g0
$1.50

[

18x36 in., just the thing*
for kitchen or pantry,

$24,00
carpet effects,

Comfy
uphol-

-3.98 Seven Piece Fumed Oak

CONGOLEUM MATS

value Fibre

if you

stered with high coil springs in addition to the Marshall steel springs
There
inside of the deep soft seats. Value

Congoleum rugs, 6x9 ft.
size,

7.50

Full length Davenport, large
Cnair and Rocker to match,

Terms

JOHN

H. HASSELL

was

20

a

most

patient sufferer.

For about

years he was employed by the Cass &

Hassell died at his home, 9
Warren street, Salem, Mass., Dec. 17, Daily shoe firm. He leaves a widow,
He was born in Belfast, March 9, formerly Miss Elizabeth B. Shaugbnessy,
1920.
M. and Ripley J. Hassell,
1870, and was the son of the late Captain two sons, John
John and Mrs. Josephine (HiggiDs) Has- and three daughters, Misses Marian J.t
E. Hassell, all of
sell of Waldo avenue. He passed away Louise, and Dorothy
Salem.
after a lingering illness during which he
John H.

GEORGE S. SMITH.

George S. Smith, a former Waldo
County boy, lost his life in Boston, Jan.
10th, as the result of an elevator acci-

dent in the R. H. Stearns Co. store. He
was born in Monroe, Dec. 7, 1857, but for
thirty years was engaged in farming in
Dixmont. He left home a few months
ago for Boston, where he was employed

as a stock taker in the packing department of Stearns Co. He is survived by
wife, formerly Ada L. Harding of Dixmont, by two sisters, Eliza A. HutchinSmith of
son of Brooks and Sarah S.
Whitingsville, Mass. The burial was in

Dixmont_
Mrs. John E. Billings has been in Castine several days, the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Charles McCluakey.
I

Mrs, Mary rtow:!r<t
and Mrs. Ethel H

zona,

Lroke, Mass

wire

Mrs. Fred L. Howard "
attend the funeral of l'15

v

III
X

Miss Effie Bridges
spending a few week'
guest of her brother, t’1111
and other relatives.
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